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Abstract 

This thesis describes a detailed search for the decay BO -ý J/VT, within data taken from 

pp collisions at Vý-s=1.8TeV. 
An introduction of particle physics and the motivations of the subject area are given. 

The Standard Model, the current theoretical model to describe three of the four observable 

forces and their interactions with the fundamental particles, is briefly summarised. Aspects 

of the weak interaction between quarks are then discussed in more detail. The mixing 

matrix and the accompanying model of quark mixing is introduced. Attention is then 

focused on CP violation and its expected limits within the Standard Model. Having 

summarised the theory in general, the specific motivation for this thesis is given. 

The data studied were recorded with the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF): a 

complex detector composed of many different component parts, positioned at one of 

two interaction points on the Tevatron accelerator. The accelerator used to produce the 

colliding beams is discussed in its 1992-1996 configuration. Description is given of each 

stage of the acceleration process, from production of H- ions, to the collision architecture 

within the CDF experimental hall. From the proton and anti-proton beams data were 

collected from many different pieces of the CDF detector. The CDF detector is introduced 

and a summary of the component parts is given. Specific parts of the detector from which 

output data were used are described, these include: tracking, central calorimetry and 

muon chambers. 

Proton anti-proton collisions contain many different physics processes. From these 

processes many are of lesser interest. The trigger logic specific to selecting a sample of 

data rich in processes relevant to this particular study is described in detail. 

The analysis method proceeds as follows. simulation program used to model accep- 

tances of B+ ---ý JIOK+ and BO -+ JIV)71 samples is described. Within this description S 
theoretical inputs and assumptions made are given in detail. Constraints made on 

each generated sample are then outlined. From the simulation, the discussion turns 

to the reconstruction of B+ --+ JIOK+ and the search for BO -+ J1077 within the 

CDF data. All stages of data selection are discussed. The analysis then turns to 

acceptance and efficiency factors considered. Specific effort is made to fully describe the 



photon reconstruction efficiency. Photon reconstruction efficiency is studied in the CDF 

environment by introducing a data based Monte Carlo program. This detailed simulation 

is discussed and final photon reconstruction efficiencies are given. 

Systematic uncertainties are analysed in detail. The generator level simulation is used 

to provide error propagation for acceptance and efficiency parameterisations introduced. 

Systematic uncertainties from the analysis of data are also given. 

The results of the B+ -ý JIýW+ reconstruction and the search for BO -4 J/, 077 are S 
given. From an integrated luminosity of 110pb-1,1178171 J1,0 --ý /, I+/-Z- events were 

collected. 490 ± 23 B+ -ý JIOK+ events were isolated. From the sample of JIV) --ý 

P+p- events a branching ratio limit of B(BO -ý J1077) < 6.3 x 10-3 is set at a 90% S 
confidence limit. Finally conclusions are made and future prospects of this decay channel 

are discussed. 
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Preface 

This thesis describes an analysis of data taken from the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

(CDF), Batavia, Illinois, 60510 USA. The data were studied in order to isolate BO -ý J/VT S 
decays. 

Research into any fundamental area normally starts with from a general interest within 

a field of investigation. Frorn studying of other analyses and theoretical motivations a niche 

is realised. Within the said niche fundamental and original research is possible. Ideally 

one would like to be able to understand everything, but sadly there simply is not enough 

time. 

W. H. Bell 

30th September 2002 
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Chapter 1 

Theory 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter briefly describes the origins of particle physics, leading to a summary 

of the different parameters within the current model of forces and their interaction 

with elementary particles. Rom the general theory attention turns to the interactions 

fundamental to bottom quark decays. Finally a discussion of the properties of the 

BO -+ JIV577 and the possible new physics that can be accomplished if a large sample S 
of these decays can be isolated. 

The theoretical concepts are surnmarised within; for more information, good introduc- 

tory material can be found in [32], a phenomenological overview is provided by [10] and 

[37] provides a more detailed theoretical introduction. 

For simplicity, Natural Units are used within this chapter and the rest of the thesis. 

These units are defined by setting the constants 

h=c=1 

Quantities given in SI units can be obtained by inserting the correct powers of h and c via 

a dimensional analysis. 
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1.2. THE STANDARD MODEL 18 

1.2 The Standard Model 

1.2.1 Introduction 

The Standard Model embodies knowledge of the strong and electroweak interactions. All 

attempts to find naked quarks have failed and the number of quarks and leptons now 

seems to be stable at 3 generations. The bare quark masses remain free parameters. 

The Standard Model describes the current theory of fundamental particles and their 

interaction with each other. Matter is made up of quarks and leptons, both of which are 

fermions. A fermion is a particle that has odd half-integer (1/2,3/2) intrinsic angular 

momentum. This intrinsic angular momentum is normally referred to as spin and is 

measured in units of h. Each quark and lepton has spin one half. Both particles are 

said to be fundamental because there is no experimental evidence for quark or lepton 

compositeness, such as excited states or form factors. Some of the properties of the 

fundamental fermions are surnmarised in table 1.1. 

Quarks Leptons 

Flavour Mass Charge Flavour Mass Charge 

u 3± 2MeV ýe 3 1"e < 3eV 0 

d 6± 3MeV -ýe e X 10-8 0.510998902 ± 2.1 MeV -e 

c 1.25 ± O. lGeV 2e 
3 VA < 0.19MeV 0 

s 122 ± 48MeV -ie 3 A 105.6583568 ± 5.2 x 10-6 MeV -e 
t 174.3 ± 5. lGeV 2e 

3 VT < 18.2MeV 0 

b 4.2 ± 0.2GeV -le 3 7 1776.99 ± 0.29MeV -e 

Table 1.1: Properties of the fundamental constituents of matter. The quark masses quoted 

are the bare quark masses. All masses were taken from[33]. The confidence limits for the 

neutrino mass are 95% with the exception of v,, which is 90%. 

Unlike leptons quarks have an additional quantum number called colour. Each flavour 

of quark can have one of three colour charges. Naked colour charge and free quarks have 

not been experimentally observed. Quarks are normally confined inside particles called 

hadrons. These hadrons contain two subgroups of particles: baryons, composed of three 

quarks and mesons composed of a quark and an anti-quark. Both of these are said to 

18 



THE STANDARD MODEL 19 

be colourless because the baryonic quarks are red, green and blue, where as the quarks 

contained within a meson are colour and anti-colour. Within the Universe most of the 

visible matter is composed of protons and neutrons both of which are baryons. 

Matter interacts with other matter by one of four forces: the Strong force, the Weak 

force, Electromagnetism, and Gravity. Each of these forces is mediated by the exchange 

of integer spin particles called Bosons. The properties of the fundamental forces are given 

in table 1.2. 

Interaction Effective Coupling Boson Range (m) Mean Time (s) 

Gravitation io-39 graviton Oc 

Electromagnetic 1/137 photon Oc lo-20 

Weak force 10-5 W±, z0 io-18 10-10 

Strong force I gluons < 10-15 lo-23 

Table 1.2: Forces observed between matter particles. (The Graviton has not been 

experimentally observed. ) 

Not all fundamental particles experience all of the fundamental forces. Leptons do not 

carry a colour charge and therefore are un-affected by the strong force. Neutrinos do not 

have an electric charge and therefore do not take part in any electromagnetic interactions. 

Everything is subject to gravitation but it is so weak with respect to the other forces, that 

it is commonly ignored at small scales. 

The strength of each force is determined by its effective coupling. The effective coupling 

is not a constant and is itself a function of energy. Values of the effective couplings are 

given in table 1.2 for normal bound matter. 

1.2.2 Properties 

The Standard Model is a quantum field theory based on the gauge symmetry SU(3), x 

SU(2)L )ý U(1)Y- Within this gauge invariant theory of strong and electroweak forces 

SU(3), is a symmetry group containing 3x3 hermitian matrix operators. These 

transformations can change the colour charge hence the subscript , given to the group. 

This model requires the presence of eight massless gauge bosons referred to as gluons. 

Gluons are massless, electrically neutral and carry a colour quantum number. Since gluons 

19 



1.2. THE STANDARD MODEL 20 

themselves carry colour charge, they interact with themselves as well as quarks. 

SU(2)L x U(l)y represents the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg theory of electroweak interac- 

tions. The subscripts L and y refer to isospin coupling only to the left-handed particles and 

weak hypercharge respectively, whereas U(1) implies a group of unitary transformations in 

one dimension and SU(2) is a symmetry group containing 2x2 hermitian matrix operators. 
This theory implies four gauge bosons: an isotriplet ((W,, ' ) where i=1,3) within SU(2)L 

and a singlet B,, within U(l)y. The mixing between the neutral current components 

corresponding to the ZO and -y gauge bosons, is parameterised by the electroweak mixing 

angle. Electromagnetic interactions are therefore a subgroup of SU(2)L X UMY- 

V-A Theory of Charged Weak Interactions Before introducing the form of the 

current theory of weak interactions it is necessary to look at V-A theories in general. 

Parity violation was observed within K+ decays namely K+ --ý 7+7rO and K+ -+ 7+7r+7r-, 

together with 60 Co nuclei decay. It was from the observations of the 60 Co nuclei that V-A 

as a theoretical model was born. The experimental observations gave rise to the conclusion 

that the charged weak currents responsible for the decays within the 60 Co nuclei always 

produce left-handed electrons and right-handed anti-neutrinos. The lack of any right- 

handed neutrinos in processes mediated by the charged weak interactions is a manifest 

signal of parity violation. Furthermore this is evidence of maximal parity violation which 

leads to the conclusion that the charged weak current can be described by the vector minus 

axial form or V-A: 

JI, - V4 - A,,, 

where J,, is the charged weak current, V,, is the vector current, and A. is the axial current. 

The parity violating nature of V-A currents can be illustrated by considering the 

product transformations of 

Vry"V), AIL = V; -y"-y 5 V) 

It can be shown that under the parity operator: 

V,, V" --ý V,, V", A,, A" -ý A,, A", A,, P-ý -A,, V" 

The charged current enters the Lagrangian as JIJ". Therefore from the previous product 

transformations J,, - V/, - A. is maximally violating: 

Jp JA - (Vm - A,, ) (V1' - A/), 
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under the parity operator, 

All) -ý (V4 + Aj, )(V" + A") 

The charge current can be re-written in terms of the field components. 

Jm - V1, - A,, =- -y5)e = 2(1"e)L^(peL 

21 

This demonstrates that within the V-A theoretic framework, charged weak interactions 

only couple to left-handed fermions or right-handed anti-fermions. 

Feynrnan and Gell-Mann Feynman and Gell-Mann formulated the V-A theory [28] 

to explain parity violation by weak interactions. The V-A theory Lagrangian for the 

first two generations of quarks and leptons is given by: 

£V-A ý- 
GF 

cc (x) Jee 4 (X), 
72 jý 

where the charged current is given by 

Jl" = T-, --yý (I- -y5 )e+ 74--yt, (I- -y5 )p+ U-y4 (I- -y. 5 ) d, 

GF is the Fermi constant which can be measured from the p lifetime, u is the weak 

eigenstate of the up quark and d is the weak eigenstate of the down quark. These are 

different from the mass states and are related to the mass states via the Cabibbo angle 0, 

d� cos 0, + s, sin 0, 

where d, and 8, are the mass eigenstates of the down and strange quark respectively. This 

theory formulated by Feynman and Gell-Mann describes the observed weak interactions 

but does suffer from some problems. The V-A theory violates unitarity at high energies 

and is a non-renormalisable theory. 

Glashow-Salam-Weinberg Glashow Salam and Weinberg used the ideas from Feyn- 

man and Gell-Mann together with the Intermediate Vector Boson (IVB) theory [43][311 to 

assemble the SU(2)L x U(1)j- gauge theory. The IVB theory incorporated an interesting 

idea of massive vector bosons: two charged W' and one neutral ZO. It also had 

its problems containing both V+A and V-A charged current components, non- 

renorinalisability and violation of the unitarity bound at high energies. 
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The SU(2)L X U(1)Y theory solves all of these problems. By constructing a gauge 

theory to unify the electromagnetic and weak forces the force carriers from IVB theory 

became the gauge bosons. Beyond this gauge coupling was included such that vector 
bosons could self-interact. This repaired the divergences observed within the previous 

theories and cancelled the un-wanted high energy behaviour. 

1.2.3 The CKM Matrix 

Before introducing the specific concepts of b-physics it is necessary to look at electroweak 
interaction between quarks. This discussion can be found in more detail in [54]. 

Written as a Lagrangian. density the unified model of electroweak interactions for 

quarks is: 

+ LH + Ccc + Cnc L= Loq 
qqq 

where LO is the kinetic (or Dirac) Lagrangian, LH represents the couplings of the quarks qq 

to the Higgs boson, L" refers to the charged current coupling and L" refers to the neutral qq 

current coupling. The charged current Lagrangian, L'C 
q, describes the interaction between 

quarks and W bosons, written simply as: 

L cc - --ýL COW', + Jccwizt q 
Vý2- 

(j, 
1, 

where g is the coupling constant, J, " is the charged current, and W1, is the W-field. 

The charged current J, ' ' which couples to the Wýý can be expanded as [41]: 
LI 

d 
JC 

, 
rl- 

L 
-tpVCKM 8 

b 
L 

where VCKM is a (3 x 3) unitary matrix in flavour space, and the elements are: 

Vud Vus Vub 

VCKM Vcd Vcs Vcb 

Vtd Vts Vtb 

There are no restrictions on VCKM except the requirement of unitarity. This unitary 

nature implies that the hermitian conjugate be equal to the inverse: 0V 
CKM CFýAl 

More explicitly, unitarity implies any pair of rows, or any pair of columns are orthogonal. 

These conditions can be written as: 
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Ezfu'c'tl VidVi*s ý0 

Ef-, c, t} 
i 

Vi 
S 

Vi *b =0 

Y: 
tfu'c'tl 

VidVi*b =0 

V,,, j VC*j =0 

rfd, s, b} 
-i 

Výj Vt*i =0 

Vjvt* =0 i 

The orthogonality conditions can be drawn as six triangles in the complex plane. Not 

all of the angles and sides are independent. It has been shown in [52], that only four of 

the eighteen angles contained in the six triangles are independent. Four useful angles, two 

large angles 0, -y, and two small angles 0, and 3k: 

ß= arg 1'd l/'tb 

ßs = arg 
( 

- -1i1-lU vc, 1 -ý. 
b 

) 

(_ lý. dý) 
-y = arg 1 'cd ý 'jb 

v 
CS 

v 

, 
ßk = arg cd 

"ud 

are commonly used parameterisat ions of the CKM matrix elements. The angle 3, will be 

discussed later, while the others are included for completeness. 

The matrix elements Of VCKM are determined by the relative strength of coupling at 

each two quark W vertex combinations. Examples of two quark W vertices are given in 

figure 1.1, where the Vcb and V,, matrix elements are involved. At a 90% confidence limit, 

the current world average moduli of the VCKM matrix elements are [33]: 

0.97495 ± 0.00075 0.2225 ± 0.0035 0.0035 0.0015 
vij 

0.222 ± 0.003 0.97415 ± 0.00075 0.04 0.003 

0.009 ± 0.005 0.039 ± 0.004 0.99915 0.00015 

There are many parameterisations relating the values of the different CKM matrix 

elements. One useful parameterisation is the Wolfenstein parameterisation, given in [57]. 

In this parameterisation A =- sin 0,, where 0, is the Cabibbo mixing angle. 

1VA \3 A(p - i7? ) 2 
VCKM !, \2 2A 

2 

, 
\3A(I p- M) -A2A I 

This is an approximation and is only satisfies unitarity to order A3. 

1.2.4 Neutral Meson Mixing 

Mixing is the process where a neutral meson such as a KO, BO, or BO oscillates from dS 

its matter state into its anti-matter state and vica versa. This is a second-order weak 

interaction illustrated in figure 1.2. The frequency of the mixing oscillation is determined 
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J/W 

Figure I. I: Bottom quark decay into a strange quark and a J/, o meson. From left to right 

the magnitudes of coupling at the two W+ vertices are given by Vc*b and V, respectively 

u, c, t bs 

Bs ww Bs 

S ýýa- =-ý -b U. C. t 

w 
b<s 

Bs u, c, t v u, c, t Bs 
Sb 

w 

Figure 1.2: Box diagrams illustrating a BO mixing into a 1ý, -O meson S 

by the CKM matrix elements discussed in section 1.2.3. Charged mesons cannot mix: a 

statement which can be verified by attempting to draw the associated box diagram. 

The process of mixing can be phenomenologically described by looking at the eigen- 

states of the two particles. In the mixing process the strong force (or flavour), eigenstates 

JBOý and 
ýHO-) 

are no longer mass eigenstates and are coupled together by the mixing 

process. After creation of a ýBO) at time t=0, the meson state observed at time t can be 

described by a superposition of the two flavour states: 

a(t) JBOý + b(t) po ) (1.2) 

Since mixing takes place in the rest frame of the meson, the behaviour of the state can 

be described by the time-dependent Schr6dinger equation: 

.d z-, O(t) = HO(t) 
dt 
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In this system the two wavefunction components are a(t) and b(t). 

id 
(a) 

== 
(M (a) 

dt b2b 

where M and r are 2x2 hermitian mass and decay matrices. CPT invariance guarantees 

M11 =: M22 =- M and I'll =: IU22 F, i. e. particle, anti-particle masses and lifetimes are 

identical. M and IF correspond to the mass and decay width of the BO and YO flavour 

states. Equation 1.3 has the following mass eigenstates: 

Bj)=pjBo)+qýRO) BO=pýBo)-q ýwo) (1.4) 

i d 
(a) M- ý]F 

M12 - ýr12) 
(a) 

Z- dt b 12 -b Ml* 12 r *12 M- -2! r 

It is convenient to define the mass and width differences: 

, ý'M ý Mh - Mli AF ý rh - I'l 

and the mixing parameter x: 
AM 

where r is the mean width. 

(1.6) 

More discussion of neutral meson mixing and a more detailed approach can be found 

in [33], [15], [5] and [54]. 

1.2.5 CP Violation in Mesons 

There are three ways to violate CP: (i) via mixing which results from the physical 

eigenstates being different from CP eigenstates; (ii) in the decay amplitudes, i. e. BO -ý f 

and YO 
-4 

7 decay amplitudes differ; and (iii) in the interference of mixing and decay 

amplitudes, which occurs in decays into final states that are common to BO and RO 

mesons. In the bottom quark sector it is possible to make constraints on all types of 

CP-violation. The following text is a summary of possible CP-violation measurements in 

the bottom quark sector. 
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CP Violation through mixing CP-violation in mixing occurs when the mass eigen- 

states, defined in equation 1.4, are different from the CP eigenstates. For this to be the 

case there must be a relative phase between the off-diagonal matrix elements M12 and F12, 

defined in equation 1.5. 

A simple example of CP violation through mixing is the decay asymmetry of neutral 

mesons BO to leptonic states: 

a, l (t) = 
F(BO(t) 1+vX) - IF(BO(t) 

(1.7) IF(BO(t) 1+vX) + IF(BO(t) 

This asymmetry can be rewritten by using q and p, defined in equation 1.4. q and p are 

related to the off-diagonal mass and width matrix elements by: 
2 2M, 12 - ZF*2 

2M12 - il'12 

Substituting equation 1.8 into equation 1.7, a clearer parameterisation of the effect is given 
by: 

a. 1 
- Iqlp 14 

(1.9) 
+ jq/p14 

Fýrorn equation 1.9 it is clear that if q1pj =, A I then CP violation is present. 

CP Violation through decay If CP is conserved, then the decay rates for B -4 f and 
Bf must be equal. For example, the CP violation asymmetry for charged Býý meson 
decays can be defined as: 

af = 
F(B- f) - r(B+ 
IF(B- f) + F(B+ 

where f is the final CP state such that 17) = CP If). 

Parameterising the amplitudes of the final states as: 

Af = (f IB+), and ýly = ý71B-) 

the CP asymmetry can be rewritten as: 
ý2 

af 12 
+ 

As stated in the previous section charged mesons cannot mix and therefore if JAf I ýý JAII 

CP violation must be present. This type of CP violation is commonly referred to as direct 

CP violation. 
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CP Violation through the interference between decay and mixing Interference 

CP violation is present when the decays BO --+ fcp and BO --ý 
W-0 

--+ fcp interfere with 

each other, where f(,, p is a self-conjugate final state. This effect gives rise to the time 

dependent asymmetry: 
r(BO f) - r(BO f) 

af (t) =- (I. 11) 
F(BO f) + r(BO f) 

This time dependent CP asymmetry is present if there is CP violation due to mixing or 
CP violation in decay. The interference mixing is best described by introducing a new 

complex parameter Af which is related to the other parameters used when describing CP 

violation by: 

Af =q 
Af 

p Af 

Assuming the effects of these types of CP violation is small i. e. p1qJ '& 1 and Xf-lAf 

then JAf I=1 to a good approximation. Under this approximation it can be shown [5] 

that equation 1.11 becomes: 

af (t) = -ýj(Af)sin(, ýkMBO (1.12) 

This type of CP violation is already well established in BO decays in modes such as 

BO --+ J1OK,. 

1.3 Motivation for this Thesis 

This section presents a summary of the reasons why studying BO -ý Jloq is of importance S 
for futher understanding flavour changing charged current interactions in the bottom quark 

sector. 

B' Width Difference 
8 

Theoretical Summary The main motivation for the study of BO --> Jlýb? j is to make S 
a future measurement of the width difference ýýIBO. The mass eigenstates IBL) and JBH) 

S 

have different masses and different widths. The theoretical prediction of 

'ýIIBO ]PH -- 2 lIP121 COSOs 
s 

is dependent on the calculation Of Ir'121 and 0, where 0, is the relative phase between 

M12 and 1712- 0, is defined as: 

Os = arg 
M12 PF12 ) 
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The Standard Model predictions of Os constrains the value to be appoximately 0.21 [5]. 

The value of 0, may be affected by new physics processes affecting cancellations in the 

calculation. A significantly larger angle would imply new physics outside the Standard 

Model. The calculation of the ratio 2 11ý121 /]ý was also discussed in [5], where the value 

using current lattice calculations was given as: 

2 jr, 21 
= 0.12 ± 0.06 

r 

Measurement The width difference over the mean width can be expanded in terms of 

the light and heavy lifetimes: 
AU 2 (-rh - -F, ) 

Th + 71 
(1.13) 

where Tj and -rh are the light and heavy mean lifetimes. Assuming that modes can be 

found where the CP violation is small, CP odd and even eigenstates can be used to find 

these mean lifetimes. For a CP-even eigenstate BO -+ J1,077 or BO -4 JIV)o using CP-even 
S 

part, can be used. Then the CP-even lifetime can be compared with a 50: 50 mixed state 

such as BO -+ D+ir-, to get a final value of AIF/F. 
8S 

1.3.2 CP Asymmetry 

Time-dependent CP asymmetry may be observable in BO and BO decays to the final 
SS 

common state J10, q, analogous to that observed in BO and BO decays to J1'OK,. The 

CP assymetry, given by equation 1.12, is expected to be small; it is proportional to Qj(Af) 

which for this decay is sin(20, ). 0, given previously in the discussion of the CKM matrix 

in section 1.2.3, is: 

0, =- arg - 
Vt S Vt*b 

0 (, \2) 
( 

Vc 
8 
Vel 

) 

Future precise measurements of BO -ý Jlýbq allow accurate determination of 0, If this S 
angle is larger than the order of 10-2 new CP-violating contributions to BOBO mixing SS 
must be present. 

1.4 Open Flavour Production 

From the previous sections it is clear why the avenue of bottom quark physics is of interest, 

but no discussion has been made of the environment in which the bottom quarks are 
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9 

Figure 1.3: Týee level heavy quark flavour creation subprocesses. 

: x: 
Q 

-6-rcc-C9 

Figure IA: Týee level heavy quark flavour excitation subprocesses. 

produced. Within a pp collider environment there are two lowest order types of b quark 

production: flavour creation and flavour excitation. 

Flavour Creation Flavour Creation at lowest order describes the production of heavy 

quark pairs by the fusion of quark anti-quark. 

qq -ý QQ, gýj -* QQ 

The lowest order Feynman diagrams for these QCD subprocesses are given in figure 1.3. 

Flavour Excitation At the tree level there are also flavour excitation subprocesses 

which contribute to the total bottom quark production cross section. Within these 

processes an incident quark or gluon scatters a heavy quark from the sea into the final 

state. 

qQ -> qQ, gQ --+ gQ 

Some of the lowest order Feynman diagrams for these QCD subprocesses are given in 

figure 1.4. 

Parton Distribution Functions Protons and anti-protons are composite particles 

consiting of three quarks (uud) and anti-quarks (Tu: -d) respectively. These quarks are 
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bound together by gluons. Within the proton the quarks only carry a fraction of the 

momentum. The internal structure of the proton can be described via fits to scattering 
data by parton distribution functions (PDFs). These PDFs describe the probability for 

each parton within the proton to have a given momentum fraction. Measured PDFs will 
be discussed in section 4.2.2, as the one of the inputs into simulating B meson decays. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Apparatus 

2.1 Introduction 

Humanity's understanding of particle physics could not advance without the building of 

experimental facilities. Within a typical facility, high-energy beams are collided. Out of 

these collisions particles not seen since the beginning of the Universe are created. Detectors 

are positioned about the point of collision, to measure the properties of the particles 

produced. 

The analysis for this thesis was carried out on data taken with the Collider Detector 

at Fermilab (CDF). CDF was constructed at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

(FNAL) in Illinois USA. When partially completed, the apparatus first detected pj5 

collisions in October 1985. The experiment is positioned at a collision point for p and 

P beams provided by the Tevatron, a superconducting accelerator. Over the past three 

decades the experimental apparatus has been subject to modifications improving its 

performance. The experimental apparatus described in the following text is discussed 

as it was during the Run I time period (1992 to 1996). 

2.2 The Tevatron 

At the beginning of the acceleration chain, hydrogen atoms are stripped of their electrons 

by an electric field. The same electric field causes the resultant protons to cover the surface 

of a caesium electrode. Further incoming protons then knock off previously deposited 

protons from the caesium surface. Protons that are knocked off pick up two electrons, 
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available due to caesium's low work function. These now H- ions then drift away from 

the caesium electrode and are extracted for acceleration. 

The first acceleration stage is a Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. A Cockcroft-Walton 

is a voltage multiplication ladder network. The Cockcroft-Walton at FNAL produces an 

accelerating potential difference of 750kV. This potential is limited by discharge between 

the ladder elements. The Cockcroft-Walton is used to accelerate a steady stream of H- 

ions collected from the Caesium electrode to an energy of 750KeV. These H- ions are 

then injected into a pulsed linac, made up of two sections: a drift tube linac and a side 

coupled linac. The drift tube linac is made up of five tanks, each driven by Tetrodes at 

20IMHz. The Tetrodes produce electromagnetic waves causing the tanks to resonate a 

longitudinal mode. The tanks contain post couplers to reduce transverse modes. At the 

end of the drift linac the H- ions have an energy of 116MeV. The beam is then extracted 

and compressed to match a 805MHz RF structure. With the new RF structure the H- 

ions are then fed into the side coupled linac. The side coupled linac was constructed from 

seven side coupled cavities driven by klystrons. At the end of the linac the beam reaches 

40OMeV and is ready to be injected into the Booster. 

The Booster is a synchrotron. It was constructed from a set of dipole magnets for 

bending the beam around the circumference, quadropoles for focusing the beam, and RF 

cavities for accelerating the beam. A single pulse from the linac fills more than one rotation 

of the Booster. The nature of the H- ions was then used to reduce the chances of kicking 

out protons already within the booster at the injection point. As the H- beam joins the 

proton beam contained within the booster, the opposite charge causes the two beams to 

merge as they pass through the first dipole. The two beams then pass through a carbon 

stripping foil. While thin enough not to affect the proton beam, the foil is affective at 

stripping away the electrons leaving protons, hydrogen atoms and a residuum of H- ions. 

At the next dipole magnet any H- ions that are left are ejected. By the end of Booster 

acceleration, the final energy at the extraction point is 8GeV. Protons from the Booster 

were injected into the Main Ring, before passing into the Tevatron itself. 

The Main Ring was a Synchrotron which, when operated with the Tevatron and CDF, 

ran at a peak energy of 150GeV. Protons extracted at 120GeV from the main ring were 

directed onto a nickel target. Anti-protons were then collected with a lithium lens and 

transfered to a debuncher ring at operating at 8GeV. The lithium lens is used to catch as 
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many of the anti-protons as possible. It is constructed from a hoop of lithium metal and 
it driven by a pulsed electric current which induces an solinoidal field. The lithium lens is 

used in preference to two dipoles to maximise anti-proton acceptance. 
Protons collected by the lithium lens are fed into the debuncher which uses RF cavities 

to rotate the anti-proton phase space, swapping a large energy spread and good time 

distribution for a wide time distribution and a narrow energy spread. From the debuncher 

ring the anti-protons were transfered into an accumulator ring also operated at 8GeV. 

In the accumulator ring stochastic cooling and stacking takes place. After several hours 

there were enough anti-protons for re-injection into the main ring. Protons and anti- 

protons were then simultaneously ramped up to 150GeV for injection into the Tevatron. 

The steps of acceleration were illustrated in the schematic figure 2.1. 

Ac 

Main 
Ring 

Figure 2.1: The Tevatron with pre-accelerators 

The Tevatron, described in [26], was originally constructed as an energy saver: 
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formed from superconducting magnets to reduce main ring running costs. At the time 

of construction it was the first large machine to use superconducting magnets. Since 

this was a research and development machine in every sense, it was decided that the 

superconducting structure would be housed inside the existing main ring tunnel. The 

Tevatron, once completed, received its first 150GeV protons in 1983. During the Run I 

period of operation it accelerated proton and anti-proton beams up to an energy of 0.9 

TeV per beam. Without these beams no particle physics studies at CDF would have been 

possible. 

2.3 The Collider Detector at Fermilab 

2.3.1 Introduction 

The design of the CDF detector, illustrated in figures 2.2 and 2.3, is similar to that of 

many high-energy colliding-beam detectors. It was aligned so that the interaction point, 
between proton and anti-proton beams was directly at the centre. As charged particles 

produced from the interaction of the two particle beams move away from the interaction 

point they twist outwards in the detector's magnetic field. These particle trajectories form 

helical paths, measured by layers of tracking chambers. Data from the tracking chambers 

were fitted to extract helix parameters for each track. Fýrom the track fits, vertex and 

momentum measurements were made. Outside the tracking chambers and the solenoid 

used to produce the magnetic field there are two layers of calorimetry. The first layer, 

made up of lead and scintillator, absorbs all the energy from the electrons and photons, and 

thus is referred to as the electromagnetic calorimeter. Hadrons continue to shower though 

into a second layer of calorimetry. The second layer, normally referred to as the hadronic 

calorimeter, was fabricated from steel and scintillator. Most of the hadronic energy from 

an interaction is deposited in the hadronic calorimeter. Occasionally some of the final 

parts of hadronic showers escape and pass through the inner most muon chambers. This 

is commonly referred to as hadronic punchthrough. The only particles that consistently 

escape the hadronic calorimeter are muons. These muons provide an essential means by 

which interesting physics processes can be selected from underlying soft interactions. In 

order to track the flight of muons outside the hadronic calorimeter, surrounding the central 
hadronic calorimeter barrel there are a layer of drift chambers. Around the first layer of 
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central muon chambers there is the return yoke for the solenoid magnetic field, which 

also serves as further absorber for any hadronic punch-through. The steel return yoke 

was fabricated in a box shape, about which there were four flat layers of muon drift cells. 
To increase further the central muon coverage, muon detectors were added in two large 

arches, at an inclination of 45 degrees, on either side of the magnet return yoke. 

CENTRAL MUON U 

CENTRAL MUON EXTEI 

FORWARD MAGNETIZED 
STEEL TOROIDS 

LOW BETA QUADS 

BACKWARD NiAGINETIZED 
STEEL TOROIDS 

iD ELECTROMAGNETIC AND 
C CALORIMETERS 

Figure 2.2: The CDF detector during the Run I period of 1992 to 1996 

2.3.2 Tracking 

At the centre of CDF there were tracking systems to measure the momentum and position 

of charged particles produced in a pp collision. All of the tracking systems were mounted 

inside a 3m diameter, 5m long super conducting solenoid. The solenoid produces a 

magnetic field of 1.4 Tesla, with the field lines parallel with the beam axis. Inside the 

solenoid there were four different tracking detectors: a silicon vertex detector (SVX), a 

VerTeX time projection chamber (VTX), and a central tracking drift chamber (CTC). All 

of these tracking systems are drawn in profile inside the CDF detector in figure 2.3. 

2.3.2.1 Silicon Vertex Detector 

Construction lmmediately around the beam pipe the silicon vertex detector (SVX) was 

attached such that the innermost layer was at a radius of 29nim from the centre of the 
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CDF 

I NIRAI IVIIN CENTRAL MUON 
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PLUG ELECTROMAGNETIC CALOR 

BEAMLINE 

CENTRAL TRACKING CHAMBER I 

VERTEX TPC 

SILICON VERTEX DETECTOR I 

Figure 2.3: The CDF detector during the Run I period of 1992 to 1996. The illustration 

shows one quarter of the detector. The complete detector was symmetric about z=0 and 

y=o. 

beam pipe. This device, described in [4] and [7], was constructed to tag long-lived heavy- 

flavour particles produced in pp collisions. Such long-lived particles typically travel a few 

hundred microns before decaying. To measure the displacement of the secondary vertex 

with respect to the primary vertex, good spatial resolution is essential. Silicon micro strips 

provide adequate positional measurements to make this possible. The length of the SVX 

was made up of two barrels, each holding 4 radial layers of silicon strips parallel to the 

beam axis. Individual layers within a barrel were constructed from 12 ladders. Each ladder 

was made from three single sided silicon micro strip detectors aligned such that the strips 

ran parallel to the beam axis. The inner three layers of the SVX were constructed from 

60jim pitch micro strips and the the outer layer was constructed from IlOpm pitch micro 

strips. At the outside end of each ladder a small circuit board called an ear was attached. 

The ear contained the readout chips and supporting electronics and was thermally isolated 

to prevent heating of the sensors by the electronics. Signals processed by the readout chips 
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were relayed together with incoming bus signals on flexible ka-pton cables. For mechanical 

support and alignment a second Ear without electronics was attached to the other end of 

each ladder. Figure 2.4 shows a typical ladder complete with Ears and readout chips. 

Once the silicon ladders had been constructed they were attached to a low mass space 

frame. Multiple scattering is a source oftracking uncertainty and the amount of material 

used for these support structures was kept to a minimum. Each ladder was mounted on 

a foani and carbon fibre support which in turn was attached to an aluminium bulkhead 

machined from one piece of aluininium. Then, when all of the wedges had been assembled 

and attached to the two barrels the complete device was covered by an electrical conductive 

skin., to reduce interference from electromagnetic noise sources, and to add extra structural 

integrity. After assembly the total material included equated to ail average of 3% of a 

radiation length. One partially assembled barrel is shown in figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4: A typical Silicon Vertex detector ladder. 
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Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of one of two Silicon Vertex detector barrels showing all 

four layers of silicon together with aluminium bulk-heads. The two barrels when coupled 

together formed a 60cm active region. 

Properties During the period of running from 1992 to 1996 the SVX had to be replaced 

once due to radiation damage. The original SVX was produced from single sided, DC- 

coupled microstrip detectors, 8.5cm in length. The replacement detector called SVX(') was 

geometrically the same except for a few small adjustments. The inner layer was modified 

such that the ladders were tilted by I degree to overlap the silicon, and was moved closer 

to the beam pipe by 1.5nim. Taking advantage of technological advances, single-sided 

AC-coupled silicon micro strip sensors were used. To read out the silicon sensors a new 

readout chip was fabricated, with a more radiation tolerant process. AC coupling implied 

that that only one integration step was required instead of two, instantly reducing the 

noise by v"2 with respect to SVX. An additional benefit of AC coupling was that the 

leakage current was no longer visible at the pre-amp input and so saturation could be 
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Design Parameter SVx SVX(') 

Channels 46080 46080 

Coverage Along Z 51.1 cm 51.1 cm 

Noise 2200 electrons 1300 electrons 

Gain 15 mV/fC 21 mV/fC 

Radiation Limit 15-20 KRad >1 MRad 

Table 2.1: Comparison of SVX and SVX(') 

avoided. Both detectors are summarised in table 2.1. 

2.3.2.2 Vertex Time Projection Chamber 

The vertex time projection chamber (VTX), most completely described in [42], was 
designed to fit inside the central tracking chamber and allow room for a silicon vertex 
detector. The VTX was 2.8m in length and had an outer radius of 25cm. The time 

projection chamber was built to measure the position of vertices along the beam axis. 

The chamber was divided up into twenty eight 10cm modules along the beam line. Each 

module was subdivided into eight octants in 0. Through the middle of each octant, from 

one radial wall to the other, sense wires were strung, splitting the module into two drift 

regions. The disk-shaped modules were assembled to be out of phase with respect to their 

neighbour by 15 degrees of azimuth. This offset provided limited azimuthal information 

for tracks passing through two modules. On either side of the centre of the detector the 

first 9 modules were fabricated with 16 sense wires and an inner radus of 20cm. The next 

ten modules, either side of the silicon detector, had an inner radii of 10cm. A graphic 

representation of the VTX detector is given in figure 2.6. 

Once complete and installed the chamber was filled with argon/ethane in the ratio 

50/50. When operated the resultant vertex resolution along the beam axis, combined 

with the central tracking chamber was 2mm. 

2.3.2.3 Central M-acking Chamber 

Travelling radially outwards, the Central Tý-acking Chamber (CTC), encompassed the 

vertex time-projection chamber. The CTC, described in [11], was a gas drift chamber 
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Figure 2.6: The Vertex Time Projection Chamber, showing sense wires and octants [38]. 

designed to measure both charge particle track positions both with the transverse plane 

and along the beam line. The chamber was made up of 9 assemblies of wires called 

superlayers. 5 of these superlayers were strung such that the wires ran axially, that is 

along the beam axis. The other 4 superlayers were strung in alternate 3-degree stereo 

with respect to the axial wires. Axial and stereo superlayers were. arranged alternately, 

radially starting and ending with axial superlayers. Each superlayer was subdivided into 

drift cells. The drift cells were designed such that the maximum drift length was 40mm 

which was approximately equivalent to a drift time of 800ns. Including the end plate, the 

chamber was 2760.0nim in diameter and 3201.3mm long. In terms of tracking coverage., 

the chamber covers 0=0 -4 27r and IT11 =0 -> 1.16 for an exit radius of 110cm. The 

assembled CTC end plate is illustrated in figure 2.7. 

In the CTC electric and magnetic fields were perpendicular to each other. In this 

environment electrons produced when a charged particle ionises the gas mixture, drift at 

an angle of approximately the Lorentz angle, defined in equation 2.1. 

tan- I (v(E, Bý O)B) 
(2.1) 

kE 

where v(E, B= 0) is the drift velocity with no magnetic field, B is the magnetic field 

measured in Tesla, E is the electric field measured in Vm-1, and k depends on the gas 

mixture. 

The Lorentz angle was accommodated for and the drift relation hilearised by setting 

the wires in each superlayer at an angle. The wires were set such that the electric 

field was at 45 degrees to the radial vector. The resulting drift direction was approxi- 
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Figure 2.7: The Central Tracking Chamber end plate. Regions superlayer wires were 

connected are shown. The Axial superlayers are composed of less wires 

mately azimuthal. The main advantage of this large incline was that tracks with high 

momentum i. e. travelling approximately radially outwards, pass close to a sense wire 

in each superlayer. This is especially useful when there are many tracks which have 

to be resolved. When fully assembled the detector was filled with a gas mixture of 

49.6%/49.6%/0.8% argon/ethane/ethanol. The transverse momentum resolution was 

found to be 6ptlpt = 0.001 x pt, and the resolution along the beam axis was found to 

be approximately 4mm. 

2.3.3 Calorimetry 

The CDF calorimeter systems were divided up into three sections: the central, plug and 

forward. Neither the plug nor forward calorimeter systems were used during the analysis 

contained in this thesis and further information can be found in [16] and [30]. 
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2.3.3.1 Central Electromagnetic Calorimeter 

The central calorimeter contains both hadronic and electromagnetic segments. As particles 

produced by a pp interaction travel radially outwards, in a pseudo-rapidity range 'q I<1-1, 

they enter the Central Electromagnetic Calorimeter (CEM). The CEM, described in [9], is 

a sampling calorimeter made of 1/8 inch lead plates and 5mm SCSN-38 polystyrene sheets. 

The CEM was constructed from two halves split at the centre of the interaction point. 

Each half was built from 24 wedges around the azimuthal angle 0=0 to 27F. With the 

exception of one module, discussed later, all were internally subdivided into 10 pointing 

tower sections of dimensions AO = 7r/12, and A77 = 0.1. 

Inside each module, between the 8th lead layer and 9th scintillator layer, a proportional 

chamber (CES) was positioned to measure the position and energy of the electromagnetic 

shower centroid. Each tower was constructed so that the number of radiation lengths 

from the solenoid to the CES was approximately equal. That is a particle produced at the 

centre of the interaction region travelling outwards through the CEM would see roughly 

the same number of radiation lengths exclusive of which tower it entered. This design 

requirement was implemented by varying the amount of lead in each tower. At tower 

boundaries further from qj =0 some of the lead sheets were truncated and the remaining 

space was filled with acrylic sheets of the same dimension. The configuration of each tower 

is tabulated in table 2.2. 

The scintillation light from each tower was collected by acrylic waveshifters. These 

waveshifters were attached on both sides of each tower. The material chosen for light 

collection was 3mm UVA acrylic doped with 30 ppm Y7. When assembled the waveshifters 

collected blue scintillation light and shifted it to green light. Each wave shifter was 

glued to a UVA acrylic light guide rod, carrying the green light to Hamamatsu R580 

photo multipliers. A typical module complete with wave shifters and photo multipliers 

was illustrated in figure 2.8. The complete detector was found to have an average 

electromagnetic energy resolution a(E)IE of 13.5%VýEk-sin(O) [9] where E has the units 

of GeV. 

Chimney Tower As previously mentioned 47 of 48 CEM modules were the same. The 

odd module was constructed to allow a two-phase liquid-helium cooling line to run down 

to the solenoid magnet. This CEM module was notched making it 12 inches shorter than 
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Tower Angle To CES (XO) Total Stack (XO) Coil (XO) 

0 86.3 4.9 17.9 0.86 

1 79.15 5.0 18.2 0.88 

2 72.2 5.1 18.2 0.90 

3 65.65 4.8 17.8 0.95 

4 59.75 5.0 18.0 1.00 

5 54.5 4.6 17.7 1.06 

6 49.85 4.9 18.1 1.13 

7 45.9 4.5 17.7 1.20 

8 42.2 4.8 18.0 1.28 

9 39.9 5.0 10.0 1.34 

Table 2.2: Number of radiation lengths for central electromagnetic calorimeter stack up 

and solenoid coil. 

a regular tower. The notched module contained seven standard towers and one combined 

tower, referred to as the chimney tower. Since the chimney tower was notched to allow 

for the cryogenic feed, there was room for only one wave shifter to be attached. 

Calibration The central electromagnetic calorimeter had three calibration devices [34]: 

a Cs 137 source, a xenon flash lamp and a LED array. Each module had its own 3 mCi 

CS 137 source, which could be driven through a module at a constant speed. The CS137 x- 

ray source deposited energy in the scintillator sheets, which was used to update test beam 

calibration maps of the modules. Xe flash lamps were connected to the beginning of each 

wave shifter by quartz fibres. These were used to measure the degradation of the wave 

shifters over time. In the third calibration system, a bank of green LEDs was connected 

to a small piece of wave shifter material positioned just in front of each photomultiplier. 

Both the Xe and LED flasher calibration systems were monitored by PIN diodes. 

2.3.3.2 Proportional Strip Chambers 

Within each electromagnetic calorimeter module between the 8th lead layer and 9th 

scintillator layer a Proportional Strip Chamber (CES) was positioned at approximately 

6 radiation lengths from the centre of the detector. This position corresponds to the 
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Figure 2.8: A typical Central Electromagnetic Calorimeter module. 

electromagnetic shower maximum for a IOGeV electron. The CES, described in detail 

within [53], was designed to record the position and development of an electromagnetic 

shower. CEM towers are large, and therefore could contain more than one electromagnetic 

shower. The CES was used to distinguish between multiple showers within one tower. It 

was also used to separate hadronic and electromagnetic showers by comparing the pulse 

height to the tower energy. 

Except for the CES chamber inside the chimney tower each chamber was 233.4cm long, 

45. Ocm wide, and was located 185cm from the beam line. Inside the chamber there were 

64 anode wire channels and 128 cathode strip channels. Apart from the wires located 

immediately adjacent to the side walls of the strip chamber, each wire channel was made 

up from two individual wires forming a 14.53mm cell. These wires ran parallel to the 

beam axis and were divided at the interface between the 4th and 5th tower (counting 
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from zero). Within the first section starting close to 77 = 0, there were 69 cathode strips, 

evenly spaced and of width 16.67mm. In the second half of the module there were 59 

evenly spaced strips of width 20.07mm. Within the CDF detector as a whole there were 
47 CES modules all the same length. In the CEM module containing the chimney tower 

the CES did not extend into the chimney tower. 

When assembled all chambers were filled with 95%/5% Argon/Carbon Dioxide. In this 

environment wire and strip gains were set such that they were correlated to the degree of 
6-15% [9], enabling ambiguities to be removed. Spatial and energy resolution was found 

to be non-linear due to the single-sample nature of the chamber. The electromagnetic 

energy resolution was 20 to 30%, whereas the positional was 2-10mm depending on the 

energy [9]. 

2.3.3.3 Central and End Wall Hadronic Calorimeters 

The Central Hadronic Calorimeter (CHA) and the End Wall Calorimeter (WHA), both 

described in [14], covered a range of 1771 < 1.3 and azimuthal of 27. Both calorimeters were 

segmented into 7r/12 azimuthal sections, matching the electromagnetic calorimeter. 

The construction material chosen for these sampling calorimeters was steel and 

scintillator. Each projective module was constructed to fill Aq = 0.1, and AO = 7r/12. 

A CHA module had 9 towers. Moving out with respect to 77, the last three towers were 

shared between the CHA and the WHA. The WHA was subdivided into six towers. 

Unlike the central electromagnetic calorimeter, the scintillator was not a continuous 

sheet, and each layer was made up of individual tower sections. Scintillating layers where 

fabricated from 1cm thick PPMA plastic doped with 8% naphthalene, 1% butyl-PBD and 

0.01% POPOP'. Around the edges of each scintillating tile tower section, 0.5xl. Ocm UVA 

PMMA strips where attached. These plastic light-guide strips were doped with laser dye 

number 481, to shift the scintillation light to 490nm. Strips of wave shifter were in turn 

connected to light guides running up both sides of each tower to two Thorn-EMI photo 

multipliers. 

The absorbing steel layers were chosen to be 2.5cm thick for the central and 5. Ocm 

thick for the end-wall calorimeter. A thicker plate was chosen for the end wall because on 

average more energy is deposited there. The final energy resolution for the central hadronic 

11.4- Di- (2- (5-Phenyloxazolyl))- Benzene 
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calorimeter was measured with pions to be a(E)IE = 4/(Esin(O)) +33%V/'E--sin(O). 

Calibration Both central hadronic calorimeters were equipped with three calibration 

systems. Each module had a 3mCi Cs 137 X-ray source which could be driven through at 

a constant speed to provide updates to test beam calibration information. 

Isolated calibration of photo-multiplier effects was done using a UV-emitting nitrogen 
laser to produce scintillation light. The scintillation light was initially produced in a 

separate piece of scintillator called a light distribution box. Light from the distribution 

box was then wavelength shifted and injected into the front of each photo- multiplier. In 

total six light distribution boxes were attached to the calorimeter. 

2.3.4 Muon Chambers 

The CDF detector has many sets of muon chambers to detect muons escaping from the 

hadronic calorimeter. Around the outside of the hadronic calorimeter three central muon 

chamber systems were attached: the Central Muon Detector (CMU), the Central Muon 

Upgrade (CMP), and the Central Muon Extension (CMX). The complete coverage map 
is shown in figure 2.9. 

2.3.4.1 Central Muon Detector 

The design of the central muon detector (CMU) was published in [6]. The CMU was 

constructed from four layers of rectangular drift cells. Each drift cell's active region 

measured 63.5mm wide, 26.8mm deep and 2261mm long. In the centre of the active 

region was a single 50pm sense wire. Muons were identified by their ability to reach the 

chambers after crossing 4.9 absorption lengths of calorimeter material. 

The CMU detector was designed to measure position along the beam axis by using 

charge division, and around the azimuth by measuring drift times. Charge division 

measurements were performed by attaching an ADC to both ends of each sense wire. 

The resistance of the sense wire implied a different amount of charge was seen at each 

end, depending on the longitudinal position of the shower induced by the incident muon. 

This is the principle of charge division. 

To remove the ambiguity from the stacked muon chambers every other chamber's sense 

wire was offset by 2mm. Operating the chambers with 50/50 Argon/Ethane in limited 
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Figure 2.9: A plot suniniarising central intion coverage for the run period 1992-96. Plain 

gray patches are un-instrumented regions. 

streamer mode produced a positional resolution of: 250pm along the drift direction and 

1.2mm from charge division. 

The muon detector was divided up into 12.6 degree azimuthal sections which were 

assembled on top of the Central Hadronic Calorimeter Towers. Since CHA towers were 

divided into 25 degree azimuthal sections this left a 2.6 degree un-instrumented gap. The 

12.6 degree azimuthal coverage was spanned by three CMU modules bolted together. Each 

module was constructed from an array of 4x4 rectangular drift chambers stretching down 

the 2261mm length of the CHA module. The end of a single module complete with a 

inuon track is illustrated in figure 2.10. 

2.3.4.2 Central Muon Upgrade 

Before 1992 CDF had only one central iiiuoii detector the CMU. The CMU while efficient 

did record occasional punch through events. Some hadronic showers continue across the 

5.4 pion radiation lengths into the CMU. At the end of the 1989 run. the single muon 
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Figure 2.10: The end of a single muon module. Three of these were bolted together and 

attached to the back of each hadronic calorimeter tower. 

trigger was dominated by hadronic punch through. The proposed way to reduce the 

hadronic punch though in a single high-energy intion trigger was to build the Central 

Muon Upgrade (CMP). 

The CMP [44] was constructed around the magnetic field yoke. Each CMP chamber 

was built with the same cross-section as the CMU chambers: 63.5 x 26.8 imn and 3200mm 

long. These chambers were then attached to the top and bottom of the yoke. Since the 

yoke does not extend to cover the sides of CDF, steel walls were constructed on to which 

more CMP chambers could be mounted. For the two possible paths to the CMP the 

integral material provided eight radiation lengths. 

The substructure of the steel wall and yoke CMP systems was the same, each was 

constructed from four layers of drift cell. Ambiguities were avoided by positioning each 

layer such that it was staggered with respect to the previous layer. When fully assembled 

the CMP chambers were filled with 50/50 Argon/Ethane. No charge separation was 

attempted and therefore only drift information was available, i. e. the chambers provided 

tracking in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. 

The CMP coverage was constrained by electrical and structural components reducing 

the coverage over the azimuth to 76%. Within the covered azimuthal range the pseudo- 

rapidity range varies due to the mapping from the box structure to a cylinder. The 

coverage of the CMP detector is summarised in figure 2.9. 
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2.3.4.3 Central Muon Extension 

In addition to the CMP chamber upgrade the muon coverage was extended out to a 

pseudo-rapidity range 1771 < 1. The extra coverage was introduced by construction of the 

Central Muon Extension (CMX) detector [44]. 

The central muon extension was built in the form of four arches, shown in figure 2.2. 

Each arch contained eight 15 degree wedges, covering the range 0.6 < Iql < 1.0 and 
AO = 240 degrees. A 30 degree gap was left at the top, to allow cryogenic fiuid access for 

the solenoid and the main ring accelerator. Another gap was left where the conical section 

outlined by the arches met the floor. The gap at the floor of 90 degrees was to be covered 
by a "miniskirt" but remained uninstrumented during the 1992-96 running period. The 

coverage of these chambers was surnmarised in figure 2.9. 

In terms of substructure, the detector was constructed from eight layers. Each arch 

was built from layers of rectangular drift cells of dimension 2.5 x 15 x 180 cm. The arches 

were assembled such that successive layers were offset by half of a cell. Since each conical 
layer was formed from rectangular chambers, there was a resulting stereo angle of 3.6 

degrees, allowing some pseudo-rapidity measurements to be made. On either side of the 

eight layers of drift cells a single layer of scintillator bars was added. These scintillator 

bars were 180cm long, 2.2cm thick and trapezoidal in shape: measuring 45cm at one end 

and 27cm at the other. Each scintillating bar was connected to a single photo multiplier 

tube. The two scintillator layers were used to select a timing gate for the drift cells. 

When assembled the chambers where filled with 50/50 Argon/Ethane and operated in 

proportional mode. The cells were used to measure drift time only and had an azimuthal 

resolution in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis of 270Pm. Due to the position 

of the CMX arches the number of radiation lengths to the CMX chambers varied as a 

function of pseudo-rapidity: the minimum number of radiation lengths being 6. 
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Chapter 3 

Trigger 

3.1 Introduction 

Every time a pj5 collision takes place a multitude of different particles are produced. Unlike 

an electron positron machine the beam particles are composite and described by parton 

distribution functions. Many of the interactions are soft processes, and hence are not useful 

for the study of heavy quarks. The overall rate of interaction without specific selection 

tools would swamp the available bandwidth if directly accepted to file storage. The rate 

at which data can be accepted is dependent on the speed at which it can be written 

to tape. Typically this was approximately a few Hz (5-8) during the Run I operational 

period (1992 to 1996), compared to the interaction rate of 75kHz. To reduce the rate of 

accepted events a multi-stage trigger was implemented to select interesting physics events 

and events containing possible sources of new physics. 

3.2 General Description 

3.2.1 Level 1 

The first two levels of trigger were designed to operate quickly, selecting a wide range of 

physics events. The decision time for the level 1 trigger, fixed by the speed of analogue sums 

and associated digitisation, was less than the 3.5ps between bunch crossings. Therefore 

this trigger was always able to accept events and thus had no dead time. This was achieved 

by using an analogue readout, processing the associated data with dedicated FASTBUS 

electronics described in [3]. 
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Within these stringent timing constraints, sections of the detector were examined 

globally. For any given trigger a number of different sections could be compared to 

thresholds. These sections included: summed transverse energy from hadronic and elec- 

tromagnetic calorimeter elements singly or as a global sum, transverse energy imbalance, 

existence of stiff tracks but no directional information, muon stubs, beam-beam or beam- 

gas interactions, and hits in small angle silicon counters in combination with beam-beam 

counters. Selection of interesting physics events was mostly done using calorimeter and 

muon chamber information exclusively. The resultant acceptance rate from this trigger 

was measured to be IKHz[1] at an instantaneous luminosity of 5X 1030CM-2S-1. 

3.2.2 Level 2 

If an event passed the level 1 trigger logic then the analogue signals sampled were passed to 

the level 2 electronics. Level 2 processors resided in a single FASTBUS crate, modified by 

the addition of extra backplane connections. Information from the detector components 

was loaded into custom designed processor modules. Once the processor modules had 

completed their allocated tasks, (filtering muon, track or calorimeter information), the 

results were combined into a programmable processor card, where the level 2 accept 

decision was made. The combined trigger decision time was approximately 10ps, implying 

a dead time of 5-10%. During this time topological features were used to determine 

whether an event should be accepted or not. These features included transverse mass 

calculations for groups of clusters and some basic electron-pion separation. In summary the 

decisions were made on: the number of energy clusters and their properties, presence and 

position of track segments, and their matching with muon stubs, transverse energy sums 

and energy imbalances over the entire detector, and beam-beam or beam-gas interactions. 

The final output of accepted events from the level 2 trigger logic was measured to be 

approximately 12Hz[l], at an instantaneous luminosity of 5x 1030CM-2S-1. 

3.2.3 Level 3 

Once a level 2 acceptance signal had been issued all detector information was read out 

and digitised taking 3ms. Information relating to the different components of the detector 

was combined into a single block of memory by the Event Builder. The buffered event was 

passed from the Event Builder to the level 3 system, the original configuration of which 
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is described in [17]. The level 3 trigger logic was constructed entirely from software, and 

was upgraded to use 48 SGI RS4000 processors. Each of these processors had two buffers, 

to eliminate input/output time. Two buffers were present such that when operating, the 

level 3 trigger could accept an event into one of the processor buffers at the same time as 

processing filter algorithms on a previously loaded buffer. In the same manner processed 

events could then be streamed to tape or staging disk, while the other buffer was being 

considered by the trigger. 

Events copied into the level 3 memory were reconstructed by the level 3 farm using 

an optimised form of the standard reconstruction code, building three dimensional track 

objects, and checking matching between muon stubs and tracks. (Silicon reconstruction 

was not included, trimming the processing time. ) The resulting system allowed many 

different event types to be selected via specific filters and streamed to different tape records. 

Under normal operation the level 3 trigger system had no dead time except during the IA 

running period when two or more tapes were being changed simultaneously. 

3.3 J10 -ý plp- Tý-igger Path 

3.3.1 Level 1: Muon 

At CDF there are three types of central muon chambers, described in sections 2.3.4.1, 

2.3.4.2 and 2.3.4.3. All of these muon chambers measure drift times to find a single 

point on a track in the plane transverse to the beam axis, and therefore stacks of the 

chambers were used to reconstruct track segments. Since the muon chambers are outside 

the hadronic calorimeter steel there is little magnetic field within the chambers. The track 

segments reconstructed from muon chamber drift times at CDF, are therefore straight and 

commonly referred to as stubs. Muon stubs were reconstructed at level I between beam 

crossings and used to form crude transverse momentum constraints. Such a transverse 

momentum constraint was made on the slope of the stub in the plane transverse to the 

beam axis. Assuming no multiple scattering between the origin and the muon chambers, 

together with the absence of magnetic inhomogeneities in the forward region, the slope in 

the transverse plane could be accurately converted to a transverse momentum. However 

the calorimeter material and the steel return yoke did introduce multiple scattering 

and therefore this crude transverse momentum constraint was smeared with respect to 
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momentum measurements made within the CTC. 
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Using the approximate transverse momentum constraint from the muon stubs, most of 

the dimuon data sample was accepted at level 1 through either dimuon, 3.3GeV/c per stub 

or single muon, 6. OGeV/c for one of the two stubs. The J10 -+ p+p- level I sample was 

mainly made up of combinations of CMU-CMU or CMU-CMX chambers. Following the 

acceptance of the event via any one of the muon or dimuon trigger conditions, the Central 

Fast Tracker, described in section 3.3.2, was exercised to produce two dimensional tracks. 

Following two dimensional track reconstruction, tracks were matched to calorimeter and 

muon trigger objects. 

3.3.2 Central Fast Iýracker and Associated Matching 

Muon stubs that passed the level 1 dimuon trigger constraints were matched during level 

2 trigger processing to two dimensional tracks. Before this matching could take place the 

Central Fast Tracker (CFT) was run to reconstruct two dimensional tracks within the 

event. 

The CFT found tracks within the CTC, described in section 2.3.2.3, using a fraction of 

superlayer hits. Reconstruction of a track started with a single prompt hit in superlayer 

8. Prompt, implies that the track passed within 4.2mm of a sense wire within a given 

superlayer. Since the tracking was only in two dimensions, reconstruction only involved 

the axial superlayers. In addition to the prompt hit, two delayed hits were searched for. 

Delayed hits correspond to drift times for charge carriers that traversed approximately 

the entire cell. Axial superlayer drift times were digitised and then discriminated within a 

time window as: prompt, delayed or neither. Once three hits had been found, the slope of 

a track segment was deduced. The speed of the tracking process was increased by using a 

lookup table. The values are surnmarised in table 3.1, used the prompt and delayed track 

hits to find the transverse momentum and charge within some error. 'Racking of a high 

momentum charged particle with the CFT is illustrated in figure 3.1. 

For tracks to be reconstructed by the CFT each axial layer was required to have a pair 

of delayed and a single prompt hit, with the possibility of one missed hit. This missed hit 

could be any prompt or delayed hit with the exception of superlayer 8, where a prompt hit 

was required for track reconstruction to commence. The prompt hit in superlayer eight 

was also fundamental in the determination of the exit azimuth: key in matching the track 
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Figure 3.1: A high momentum track crossing one layer of sense wires within an axial 

CTC superlayer. The error bars roughly correspond to the timing windows within which 

prompt and delayed hits could be accepted. 

to the appropriate calorimeter tower or muon chamber. 

Run pt bin lower limit GeV/c 

IA 3.0 3.7 4.8 6.0 9.2 13.0 16.7 25.0 

IB 2.2 2.7 3.4 4.7 7.5 12.0 18.0 27.0 

Table 3.1: Summary of CFT pt binning. The table was re-optimised at the beginning of 

Run IB 

The resultant performance of the CFT, using the lookup table values given in table 3.1, 

was a momentum resolution of approximately Jptlpt = 0.03pt where pt was measured in 

GeV/c. Besides the momentum resolution the charge determination for high energy tracks 
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was not very accurate and thus opposite sign constraints were made at level 3 after three 

dimensional tracking. 

Once a list of two dimensional tracks had been produced they were compared with 

calorimeter and muon trigger objects. Again to make this process as fast as possible 

another lookup table was implemented. For any given track the CIFT pt and exit azimuth 

were used to lookup which muon or calorimeter trigger tower the two dimensional track 

should correspond to. During Run IA and the first part of Run 1B the muon lookup 

table procedure required a muon within the 15 degree allocated muon volume. This muon 

volume corresponded to three muon chambers in azimuth. Later in Run IB the acceptance 

width for the CFT to muon stubs was made wider, to encompass the effects of the higher 

than expected multiple scattering measured from the Run IA J10 -ý p+p- sample. 

3.3.3 Level 2: Muon 

At level 2, dimuon triggers imposed matching between two dimensional tracks and at least 

one of the two level 1 muon stubs. Early data matching used a window of 60 <15 degrees 

within which to search for stubs, though this was later reduced to 5 degrees to reduce 

accidental coincidences. Secondly during Run IB the trigger was modified to accept only 

dimuons that were both matched to CFT tracks. In summary the main level 2 dimuon 

triggers involved two CMU stubs each matching a CFT track during Run IB, or two CMU 

stubs where only one had a matching CFT track during Run IA. 

3.3.4 Level 3: J10 ---ý p1p 

At level 3 tracks within the CTC and VTX were reconstructed in three dimensions, by 

running an optimised version of the offline reconstruction software. These tracks were then 

matched with reconstructed muon stubs. For an event to pass the level 3 J10 -+ /-L'P- 

trigger it had to pass track matching constraints between stubs and helical tracks together 

with a mass constraint on the reconstructed JIV), given in table 3.2. 

The level 3 trigger accepted two streams of JIV) -ý p+p- events denoted A and B. 

Stream A JIV) events passed either a single or dimuon level 2 trigger, and then passed 

the level 3 constraints. Stream B events passed any level 2 trigger and then passed the 

level 3 constraints for J10 -+ iL+M-. The difference between B and A was found to be 

of the order of 1%, explained by fake muons allowing acceptance of most of the potential 
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Run ý Mass Window ý Stub to Track AcceptanL: c]e 

IA 2.8 to 3.4GeV/C2 4or 

IB 2.7 to 4. lGeV/C2 3a 
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Table 3.2: Level 3 Jlýb -ý [L+M- trigger constraints during the Run I operational period. 

stream B only events into the stream A dataset [51]. Though the difference was found to 

be small, the stream B J10 data were used to insure all J10 candidates were available. 

3.3.5 rhigger Summary 

A summary of the main Run lb Jlýb -ý p+IL- triggers is given in table 3.3. The three 

triggers all require two CFT tracks within the first bin given in table 3.1. These CFT 

tracks must also be matched to muon chamber stubs. The TWO-CMU implies two CMU 

chamber stubs have been matched to two tracks; CMX-CMU one track has been matched 

to a CMX chamber stub and one to a CMU chamber stub; and TWO-CMX two CMX 

chamber stubs have been matched to two tracks. All of these triggers require level 1 muon 

triggering of the given stub type as described in section 3.3.1. 

Trigger Name Fraction 

TWO-CMU-TWO-CFT-2-2 58.52 ± 0.20 

CMX-CMU-TWO-CFT-2-2 18.45 ± 0.11 

TWO-CMX-TWO-CFT-2-2 2.06 ± 0.04 

Table 3.3: A summary of the main J10 level 2 triggers during the Run Ib running period 

taken from [49]. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the analysis which was carried out with the Collider Detector 

at Fermilab (CDF). At the time of writing only a branching ratio limit for the decay 

BO -+ Jloq exists. The limit published by the U collaboration [2], is 8 (BO -ý J1077) < SS 
3.8 X 10-3 at a 90% confidence level. To obtain this limit the production fractions were 

assumed to be f,, = 39.5 ± 4.0% and f, = 12.0 ± 3.0%. 

In light of the current status of the BO -+ J1077 branching ratio, the main objective of S 
this analysis was to find evidence for the BO -ý Jloq decay within recorded CDF data. 8 
From these data a branching ratio limit was determined. This branching ratio was not 

measured directly but through a ratio of ratios, to minimise the effect of systematic errors 

connected with the JIV) sample. BýL- -ý J/V)K"' was an obvious candidate for the other 

half of the ratio of ratios since the systematics connected with the K'ý have previously 

been extensively studied by the CDF collaboration [40][39]. 

The analysis is described starting from the simulation used to calculate acceptance 

effects. Then the data analysis used to search for the BO -ý J/VT decay and the analysis S 
of BýýL -ý JIV)K"' from data is given in detail. Following the data analysis, studies of 

calorimeter efficiencies are described. 
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4.2 Simulation 

4.2.1 Introduction 
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The simulation described in the following sections was written to calculate the ratio of 

acceptances between the two signals BO -ý J1,071 and B' --+ JIýW'ý. These acceptances S 
were calculated by generating 

B7ý -+ JIV) Kýý 

" I-L+ P- 

and 
Bo -ý J10 77 s 

lyly 

--* + Pl- 

events. A primary vertex position was generated from a histogram of primary vertices 

taken from J10 -ý p+p- data. Muon daughters from the Jlýb were projected into the 

detector so that geometrical and trigger constraints could be made. The resulting BO 

and Býý events were then treated according to the geometrical acceptance and detector 

reconstruction efficiency associated with the q -+ -ý-y decay and the K' daughter. Finally, 

from initially equal numbers of BO and Býý events the ratio of the acceptances was S 

calculated by multiplying by flfd. 

4.2.2 B Meson Production 

The B"' -+ JIOKýý and BO --ý J1077 decays were modelled without any underlying event-' S 
Both BO and B'ý mesons were generated using a theoretical cross-section distribution 

8 
together with Peterson fragmentation, producing the selected meson state. 

Before the simulation could run the inclusive bottom quark cross-section as a function 

of pt and rapidity was calculated theoretically. This calculation described in [45] uses next 

to leading order (NLO) QCD, and was performed using parameters associated with the 

Tevatron environment: p)5 at 1.8 TeV. Results from the NLO QCD calculation were packed 

into a two dimensional histogram. The NLO QCD calculation package used, provides 

an interface to allow parton distribution functions (PDFs) for the proton to be chosen. 

Previously Tevatron b-physics cross-section results have been compared to calculations 
'The effects of the underlying event on the photon reconstruction are discussed later in this chapter. 
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performed with the MSRDO [46] PDF This analysis uses the updated PDF MRST991 [47], 

which takes into account the latest fits from HERA. A comparison of the MRSDO and 
MRST991 PDFs was made with CDF data in figure 4.1. 

L) 
10 

0 

c 

10 2 

11-1 

tD 
_0 

10 

MRST991 (HVQMNR) 

MRSDO(HVQMNR) 

M(b) = 0.475, g=ýý, y, =(p, ' + 

Eý = 0.006 

68 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

p, (GeVIc) 

Figure 4.1: Renormalised NLO QCD cross-sections for B' production compared with 

CDF data[18]. B mesons were generated using Peterson fragmentation. The theoretical 

curves have been renormalised in an attempt to fit the data. 

Once the b quark cross-section had been calculated using NLO QCD and MRST991 

the output histogram was used to produce b quark events with a generated pt and rapidity. 

To produce b quark four-vectors, the azimuthal angle 0 of the b quark was selected with 

a flat distribution between 0 and 27. The transverse momentum, rapidity and the angle 

0 were then substituted into equation 4.1, to produce a four-vector. 

P. = pt Cos M 

py = pt sin(o) 
VR ý+p 2 

t t t Pz 
Ck 

ý7-n2 
b+ p2 + p2 tz 
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where 
(e 2y +2 

e2y - 

60 

pt is the transverse momentum, y is the rapidity, and Mb is the bare mass of the b quark. 
As previously mentioned B mesons were generated by using the Peterson fragmentation 

model. 

4.2.2.1 Modelling R-agmentation 

Ragmentation describes the process of confinement. In a pp collision single heavy quarks 

may be produced. These heavy quarks quickly become bound inside mesons or baryons. 

Since the process of confinement is at the scale of the mass of the resultant meson, a, is 

very close to one. This means that the use of QCD to describe the process with traditional 

perturbation theory has large errors associated with it. For the purpose of this thesis the 

Peterson fragmentation model, given in [50], was used to produce a pt spectrum of b quark 

mesons: 

DQ (z) =) 
Z 1-z 

where: (E + p1l) Q4 
E+pQ 

z is the fraction of the momentum that the final hadron has in the direction of the original 

heavy quark. This can be simply expressed as: z=pH IpQ. The behaviour of this function H 11 
for an arbitrary normalisation is illustrated in figure 4.2. 

The Peterson fragmentation model is a phenomenological model, i. e. measured to fit 

the data with no knowledge of the internal physics. It describes the amount of momentum 

parallel to the b quark direction that the resultant hadron inherits from the b quark. The 

model is only valid for heavy quarks charm and bottom, and the value of EQ is normally 

chosen via a fit to the data. A detailed discussion of different phenomenological models 

and attempts to use perturbative QCD can be found in [25]. 

4.2.3 BI and BO Meson Decays S 

B mesons were produced using the methods discussed in section 4.2.2. Following fragmen- 

tation of the generated b quark into either a B+ or BO meson. daughters for the specific S 
decay were produced. The energy of the first daughter in the rest frame of the decaying 
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Figure 4.2: The Peterson fragmentation function for cQ = 0.006, the value used for b quark 

decays at CDF. 

meson, was calculated from equation 4.2. Then using energy conservation the energy of 

the other daughter particle was found, and hence both momenta. 

m2 + m2 - m2 
Ei =- --- 121 (4.2) 

2M 

where El is the energy of the first daughter, m, and M2 refer to the masses of the daughter 

particles, and M is the mass of the decaying particle. 

To use the momenta and energy to generate four-vectors, cot(O) and 0, were picked 

using flat distributions between (0,1) and (0,27r). These values were then used to calculate 

the components of the first daughter. From this the second daughter was then inferred 

from momentum conservation. Both daughters were boosted back into the lab frame using 

a Lorentz transformation. 
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4.2.4 Constraints on J1, O -ý P+P 

The Monte Carlo methods described in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, were used to generate 

two samples of 108 mesons decaying into each respective decay channel. During both 

Monte Carlo runs, a primary vertex position was generated using methods discussed in 

section A. I. Then all the tracks were projected into the CDF geometry. By procedures 
described in section A. 2, the pýý daughters of both decay channels were required to be 

in either the CMU or CMX detectors. These central muon chambers were selected in 

preference to the forward chambers because the tracking resolution in the central region 

was good enough to allow separation of prompt charm JIV)'s from b daughters. Muon pairs 
found to be within the geometric limits of the CMU and CMX detectors were required to 

pass both level 1 and level 2 dimuon triggers: previously discussed in chapter 3. The details 

of implementing these trigger acceptances are given in sections A. 3 and A. 4. Specifically 

the muon pairs were required to pass one of the triggers described in section 3.3.5. 

4.2.5 Constraints on K-ý- 

B7ý -ý J1OKI decays were produced with the methods described in sections 4.2.2 and 
4.2.3. These events were then required to pass the JIV) -4 p+p- geometrical and trigger 

constraints described in section 4.2.4. Each Monte Carlo event was then analysed using 
the same strategy as later applied to CDF data. 

The analysis of B' -+ JIýW'ý within both Monte Carlo and data followed the 

prescription in [39]. Within this previous work kaons were required to have a transverse 

momentum greater than 1.25CeV/c. The exit radius from the CTC tracking volume was 

required to be 110cm or more, to ensure good reconstruction efficiencies. Then the track 

reconstruction efficiency was applied using figure 4.8. Constraints made on the generated 

kaon are summarised in table 4.1. 

Description Constraint 

Kaon pt > 1.25GeV/c 

Kaon CTC Exit Radius > 110cm 

Table 4.1: Constraints made on the generated K: 1: particle from the decay B' -ý 
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The constraints given in table 4.1 were made on an event by event basis. The effect of 

the vertex X2 cut made on the data sample and the CTC tracking efficiency were applied 

by multiplying the final number of events reconstructed by the respective efficiency factors. 

A discussion of these values is given in section 4.4.2. 

4.2.6 Constraints on Tj -ý 7-y 

BO mesons were generated with the same methods as B'ý mesons. BO -ý JIV577, 

JIV) ---> p+p, 77 ---> -yy decays were produced. J10 muon daughters were required to 

pass the trigger constraints described in section 4.2.4. Photon daughters, from surviving 

BO -ý Jloq events, were projected into the calorimetry geometry. For photons within 

the CEM, the generated Et was required to be greater than 0.8GeV. The choice of this 

constraint is discussed at length in appendix C. Then using the generated primary vertex 

position both photons were required to be within towers (0-8): corresponding to ±1 unit 

of pseudorapidity from the centre of the detector. Both photons were required not to be 

within the chimney tower since the tower has poor energy resolution and no CES chamber 

within it. Both photons were required to be within the CES volume at the CES depth, 

because the CES does not stretch the entire length of the CEM. Then the Monte Carlo 

photon daughters were required to be within two wire and two strip cells of the CES half 

chamber boundaries, ensuring that CES clustering might function. 

For photon pairs passing all geometric constraints the CES reconstruction process was 

simulated. The simulation of the CES reconstruction was done by using the energy of each 

photon to calculate the probability of its reconstruction. Once the probability had been 

calculated the CES detector efficiency was applied using a random number generator. The 

calculation of the CES reconstruction efficiency is described in section 4.4.3. The detector 

efficiency had to be applied on an event by event basis because it is a function of Et for 

low energy photons. 

The mass difference M(JI*77) - M(BO) Using the CDF detector the measured width S 

of the BO mass from the decay BI -+ J1,077 is expected to be heavily dependent on the 
SS 

central electromagnetic calorimeter resolution. Using this assumption the width IF(BS') 

was reconstructed from Monte Carlo. Photon daughters from the generated decays were 

smeared according to the measured resolution a(E)IE of 13.5%/vfE-[9]. Then the BO mass S 
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Figure 4.3: A comparison of M(Jl") - M(BO) assuming the width is only dependent S 
on the elect romagnet ic calorimeter resolution. Left and right plots correspond to the 

corrected (equation 4.3) and uncorrected mass distributions. 

was recalculated using the smeared photons. During the analysis of data the smearing was 

corrected for by pulling the mass to that of the q. This was deemed acceptable since the 

kinematic mass width F (71) = 1.18 ± 0.11 keV is small in comparision to the experimentally 

measured one. The correction for the effects of energy resolution was done by altering the 

combined photon four-vector by the amount their invariant mass deviated from the world 

average ýq mass. This can be simply expressed as written in equation 4.3. 

PDG 

B, O-Jlýb +- (4.3) 
Tn 77 

eas 
('Yl ý/2) 

where BO, JIV), 'Y refer to the four-vector quantities describing the respective particles., S 
M 

PDG 
is the world average 17 mass, and m"" is the measured 71 mass. 77 17 

From the generated Monte Carlo decays the BO mass was reconstructed before and S 

after applying equation 4.3. The comparison between the uncorrected and corrected BO, 

mass distributions is shown in figure 4.3. 
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4.2-6.1 Calculating the expected number of BO -ý J1077 events S 

The number of B' --+ Jloq events was predicted by using the B' -ý Jloq and BO -ý J/077 SS 
Monte Carlo samples. Each of these samples was subject to all trigger, geometrical and 
detector-related reconstruction efficiencies. The resulting number of events from 108 meson 
decays was used together with equation 4.4 to calculate a Run I prediction. 

B(BO -ý JIV)77)L3(77 -ý -y-y) MC(iloq) S N'(JIO? 7) L3(B+ -ý JIV)K+) MC(JIOK+) - N'(JIOK+), (4.4) 

where flf,, is the ratio of the fragmentation fractions, B(BO --ý J10, q) is an input 5 
branching ratio, B(77 -ý -y-y) and B(B+ -ý JIOK+) are measured branching ratios, 
MC(JIO? 7) is the number of simulation events passing simple constraints, and N'(JIOK+) 

is the number of B+ -ý JIýW+ observed from analysis of the run I CDF data. 

Approximating B(Bo -ý J10, q) R-orn equation 4.4 values of all variables are known 

with associated errors except the branching ratio B(B' -ý J/VT) which is the subject of 8 
this thesis. In order that a prediction of the number of B' --+ J1,077 events could be made, 8 
the branching ratio was estimated by using B' S 

The decay Bo -ý JIV)o is described by the same Feynmann diagram as Bo --ý JIV)77, SS 
illustrated in figure 4.4. Loosely speaking the q meson only differs from the 0 meson by 

quark content and spin. The quark model for the daughter particles is summarised in 

table 4.2. 

Particle Quark Content Spin Parity Charge Conjugation 

77 1 (uU + d-d) - -1- ss v/'2- 
0 odd even 

J/V) c-C 1 odd odd 

0 8ýý 1 odd odd 

Table 4.2: Meson Particle Properties from the Particle Data Book [33]. 

Incorporating the reduced s-ýý content and reduction in final spin states. The branching 

ratio B(BsO --+ J1,071) was approximated as: 

B(Bo -> J/, 077) ; zt 
I 

B(Bo -ý J100) (4.5) s W2 s 
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Figure 4.4: Decay of BO -4 JIV)77 or BO -ý JIV)O s5 

Substituting B(BO, -ý J100) from the PDG[33] into equation 4.5 the approximation 

predicts B(BY, -ý JIV), q) -- (2.2 ± 0.8) X 10-4 where the given error does not contain the 

theoretical uncertainties, but was calculated from the B(BO, ---ý JIV)O) measurement error. 

4.3 Analysis of CDF data 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The CDF detector collected a large sample of J1, O -ý /i+p- decays. These J1, O particles 

were an inclusive sample i. e. all possible decays resulting in a JIV) daughter passing 

trigger constraints were contained. The same sample was used for both the repeated 
B' -ý JIOK' analysis and the BO -+ JIV)77 analysis. S 

Each decay channel was investigated with the constraints also applied to the generated 
Monte Carlo samples. A final number of BI --ý JlýbK' decays was found and a limit on 

the number of B' -ý J107) events was calculated. S 

4.3.2 Selecting a J1, o --ý p+p- sample 

During the run I data taking period of 1992-1995,110pb-' of J10 --ý ti+p data was 

accumulated. These data were collected through the stream B level 3 trigger described in 

chapter 3. In the search for both decays all possible union pairs were considered within 

each event. Matching between helical tracks and muon stubs was used to remove unwanted 

particles and noise from the muon chambers, reducing the background under the Jlýb 

signal. 

lii each J10 event muon stubs were formed inside two of the stacked CMU, CMX, 

and CMP drift chambers, previously discussed in section 2.3.4. These union stubs 

were described within a local wedge coordinate system where the y-axis pointed radially 

outwards, the z-axis was aligned along the global z of the beam line and the x-axis pointed 
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according to a right handed coordinate system. Within this coordinate system x=0 was 
defined to be in middle of a 15 degree detector wedge, and y=0 was set as the inner 

surface of the muon detector in question. For a set of hits in a wedge, two lines were fitted 

with a polynomial of the form f (y) = ay + c: one in the xy plane, (x == Sxy xy+ 1"y) and 

one in the zy plane, (z = S,, y xy+ Iy). 

The accuracy of the match between helical track and muon chamber stub was measured 
by projecting the candidate muon track from the CTC into the muon chambers. In a 

muon chamber the extrapolation of a helical track is straight and in the same manner as 
the muon stub, made up of two components. Taking the two components from the muon 

chamber fit, the difference between the intercepts and the gradients were calculated. From 

these values and the correlation coefficient, the X2 terms of equations 4.6 and 4.7 were 
derived in [29]. Within this derivation, matching between muon stubs and helical tracks 

was assumed to be dominated by multiple scattering in the calorimeter and steel of the 

magnetic field yoke. 

-1 
22 YX 61X 

xx x 
sxy) Ix 

2) 
Y) (4.6) 

( 

-Yx orsx 6sxy 

2= 6szv 
)( al-, -yz 

)( 
61'y 

)I 

xz 
(61zy 

-Yz g2 6szy 
(4.7) 

Sz 

where 61 corresponds to the difference between the two intercepts, 6S refers to the 

difference between the two slopes, and -y contains the correlation information, defined 

such that: -yl(ajas) is the correlation coefficient. 

The muon matching constraints between the chambers and the helical tracks were set 

to be the same for all chamber types: CMU, CMX and CMP. In the local x direction the 

equation 4.6 was required to be less than 9, where equation 4.6 is aX2 with two degrees of 

freedom. In contrast the value of equation 4.7 was required to be less than 12 for CMU and 

CMX matches. (The CMP does not provide detailed information of muon stub position 

with respect to the z-axis. ) The )(2 constraint along the z-axis was increased with respect 

to the xy plane to take into account the effect of the poor central tracking resolution in 

that direction. 

Muon pairs passing the X2 matching constraints between track and stub were required 

to be opposite charge. The primary vertex was then defined in the plane perpendicular to 
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of muon pair primary vertices with respect to each other, 

where Azo = zlO - z2o. The selected region is marked with vertical lines and shaded 

yellow. 

the beam line by the beam position measurement and the mean position of the two muons 

along the z-axis. p+ /i pairs were selected with Azo < 9cm, where zo is the distance of 

closest approach to the z-axis illustrated in appendix E. The distribution of Azo and the 

selected range is illustrated in figure 4.5. 

The tracking resolution along the z-axis was fixed at oz = 0.3cm. This number was 

found from the observed resolution of VTX and was fixed because the measurements given 

on an event by event basis from the fitting software was found to be unreliable. The poor 

vertex resolution along the beam axis encompasses the decay time of aB meson and 

therefore all lifetime information was only calculated in the transverse plane. 

Muons passing the track and stub matching requirements, were used to form a JIV) 

candidate mass. The mass distribution is plotted in figure 4.6. A 75MeV mass wIndow 

either side of the world average JIV) mass was used to exclude most of the side bands. 

Finally to ensure good secondary vertex resolution in the plane perpendicular to the z- 
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Figure 4.6: The invariant mass distribution for two opposite sign muons both passing 

matching constraints between track and muon stub. Left without SVX requirements, 

Right requiring three or more SVX hits for each muon daughter. 

axis both muon tracks were required to be attached to three or more layers of the SVX 

detector. The resultant distribution for the primary vertex along the z-axis is illustrated 

in figure A. I. 

Description Constraint 

Stub to track )( 2 
x <9 

Stub to track X2 z < 12 

Muon pair Azo < 9cm 

IM(P+y-) - M(J/O)l < 75MeV 

Table 4.3: JIV) selection criterion made on the JIV) stream B sample 

4.3.3 Finding B' -ý 

The search for B'ý -ý JlýbK' decays started with the JIV) sample described in section 4.3.2 

and then followed the recipe used in [18]. During the B'ý -4 JIýW' analysis outlined 

within [18], care was taken to study all of the uncertainties involved. For the purpose of 

the. analysis contained in this thesis the systematic errors previously measured from the 
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study of Býý -4 JIV)Kýý were used to calculate final uncertainties. 

Starting from muon pairs passing J10 selection criterion, discussed in section 4.3.2, 

all tracks which had not been identified as muons were considered to be either K+ or 
K- mesons. Each candidate kaon track was required to be reconstructed from 2 or more 

axial layers with 4 or more used hits, and 2 or more stereo layers with 2 or more used 
hits. These minimal track quality constraints removed poorly reconstructed tracks. K'ý: 

candidates were accepted if they had a CTC exit radius of 110cm or more. Kaon candidates 

passing the track quality constraints were required to have transverse momentum of at 
least 1.25GeV/c. This pt threshold ensured all kaons were within the plateau region of 

the CTC reconstruction efficiency curve discussed in section 4.4.2, and helped to reduce 

combinatorial backgrounds. 

For each selected pairs of muon tracks, the kaon candidate was combined to form a 
B1 candidate. The B:: L- was required to have a transverse momentum above 6. OGeV/c, 

reducing backgrounds. (Low transverse energy B:: mesons cannot be reconstructed 

accurately because there is insufficient energy to boost the p+ p-, and K'ý: such that they 

can all be accepted. ) The two muon tracks and the kaon candidate were then constrained 

to come from the same point. This was done using a vertex X2 from the differences 

between the mean impact parameter and the two components in the plane perpendicular 

to the z-axis. The two-dimensional vertex X2 has (N - 2) degrees of freedom where N 

is the number of tracks in the vertex. Vertices were required to form aX2 less than 10, 

with a corresponding probability of 99.8%, and have a proper lifetime -rt,,,,, such that 

c-rt,.,,, > 100pm. The true proper time is related to the displacement of the secondary 

vertex, as stated in equation 4.8. 

AB B MB 
L 

XY B 
Pt 

(4.8) 

B is the transverse momentum of the B meson where MB is the mass of the B meson, pt 
B 

and Lxy, is the displacement of the secondary vertex from the primary vertex within the 

transverse plane, described fully in appendix E. 

4.3.4 Search for BI 
8 

Starting again from muon pairs passing requirements given in section 4.3.2, photon 

candidate towers were selected by searching in a 1.6 radian cone around the JIV) four- 
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Description Constraint 

Kaon pt > 1.25GeV/c 

Kaon CTC Exit Radius > 110cm 

K"'/t+/L- vertex X2 < 10 

pt(Býý) > 6. OGeV 

CTtrue > 10OPM 

Table 4.4: A summary of the constraints made on the kaon candidate and the reconstructed 
Býý meson. 

vector. Each candidate tower was required to have no charged tracks entering or present 

at the CES depth, a total electromagnetic energy above 0.8GeV, and a ratio of hadronic 

over electromagnetic energy less than 0.05. 

Calorimeter wedges containing one or more photon candidate towers were selected for 

CES reconstruction. The reconstruction process is described in appendix B. This resulted 

in a fitted shower centroid within the CES chamber, at the depth of approximately six 

radiation lengths. For a photon pair to be considered both photons were required to have 

reconstructed centroids within the CES. The position of the electromagnetic shower within 

the CES was used together with the J17P -ý p+p- vertex, and the energy measurement 

in the central calorimeter to form photon four-vectors. After a list of photon four-vectors 

had been accumulated, each possible pair was combined with the JI'O four-vector forming 

candidate BO mesons. These candidates were retained if the two photons were found to 
S 

be in a different wedge or in two different towers, and reconstructed within 120MeV of 

the world average 71 meson mass. The chimney tower was excluded, and tower 9 was 

excluded. Tower 9 was not used because it has poor electromagnetic and hadronic energy 

resolution, whereas the chimney tower was ignored because the CES chamber in that wedge 

does not extend into the chimney tower. BO meson candidates passing these constraints S 

were required to have a pt above 6. OGeV/c, and an approximate lifetime Tapprox such 

that CTapprox was greater than 100pm. Again the lifetime was expressed in terms of the 

secondary vertex displacement: 

, \J/? P 

, 
\B ýý CTapprox 

L J/? p 
xv 

mj/v, 
LJ1O 

1 
(4.9) i(ptilo) J/V)) (O-Y), J/l f (pt xy PJN t f (pj/w t 
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where Ljl'ý' is the displacement of the dimuon vertex from the primary vertex, also Xy 
defined in the Glossary, M refers to the mass of the meson, and f (pJI') is a correction t 
function derived from Monte Carlo, such that f (pjlv)) 'ýý AJ/, p/AB. The effect of using this t 
approximation, will be discussed later in chapter 5. 

J/V) Modelling f (pt ) The function f (ptjlV)) was obtained by using the Monte Carlo 

methods described in section 4.2. All of the constraints from sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6 

were applied. The resultant B0 and Jlýb transverse momenta distributions were used to 

calculate AJ/0 on an event by event basis. To do this the mean lifetime of the B0 and B+ 
0 AB+ of ABO mesons was used to generate a random value of ABS and Fýrom the value the 

value of AJ/0 was calculated by: 
B0 

BýO Pt S 
Lxy =As- MBO 

S 

Aj/ý' = Lx 
Mjlv' 

Y J/? P Pt 
J/V) The behaviour Of AJIýbIAB with respect to pt was histogrammed in figure 4.7. Rom this 

distribution a mean and standard deviation were calculated from each vertical row of bins, 

also illustrated in figure 4.7. Then a polynomial function was used to fit the behaviour 

of the curve. This polynomial fit was then implemented within the analysis to allow a 

ABO constraint to be made on s. Although the lower error limits of the higher energy JIV) 

decays violate the kinematic limit, the effect is small and therefore was ignored. 

Description Constraint 

Angle between -y & J1, O < 1.2 radian 

E(-y) > 0.8GeV 

Hadronic /Electromagnetic < 0.05 

IM(-Y-Y) - M(, q)l < 120MeV 

pt (BO) > 6. OGeV 
CTapprox > 100/im 

Table 4.5: A summary of the constraints made on the 97 candidate and the BO candidate. 8 
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4.4 Efficiencies and Acceptances 

4.4.1 Introduction 

A complete calculation of the branching ratio B(B1 --ý JIV)71) required all K' and S 

-y-y acceptance and detect or-relat ed efficiencies to be incorporated into the simulation 

,<2.5 

1.5 

05 

0 
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described in section 4.2. The detector effects were split into two pieces: geometrical accep- 

tances which were modelled with the simulation directly and the chamber reconstruction 

efficiencies which were studied using data. This section describes the calculation of the 

detector efficiency factors. 

4.4.2 K' Reconstruction Efficiency 

As previously mentioned in sections 4.2.5 and 4.3.3, the analysis of Býý -+ JI? PK'ý within 
Monte Carlo and data was based on the analysis described in [39]. The K"' was chosen 
from any track, exiting the CTC at a radius greater than 110cm, and was found to form 

a vertex with the J10 muons. The 110cm exit radius was modelled by projecting the 

KI four-vector from the simple Monte Carlo described in section 4.2, into the detector 

geometry. Then the exit radius constraint was added and the number of Monte Carlo 

decays passing the constraint calculated. The CTC tracking efficiency was applied by 

multiplying the final number of events by the efficiency factor illustrated in figure 4.8. 

Finally the effect of the M+, p-, K' two-dimensional vertex X2 constraint was included. 

This is a X2 with one degree of freedom, the effect of which is discussed in section 4.3.3. 

Assuming the tracks produced from the Býý -+ J[OK: 'ý decay do follow the X2 relation, 

then the vertex constraint given in table 4.4 will exclude 0.2% of the signal. Therefore 

within the Monte Carlo the X2 constraint was modelled by excluding 0.2% of events. 

4.4.3 CES Reconstruction Efficiency 

4.4.3.1 Introduction 

The CES reconstruction efficiency is the probability of a photon incident on the CES 

chamber being reconstructed by the CES. The efficiency was calculated by using conversion 

electron pairs. Conversion pairs were selected from the electron sample described in [20]. 

Conversion partners of identified electrons were identified as positrons or electrons by the 

quality of the conversion vertex. The partner was used in preference to the identified 

electron because unlike an identified electron track conversion partners are not subject to 

any calorimetry selection cuts. 

The procedure for calculating the CES efficiency for low energy photons has been 

refined by the CDF collaboration and is described in [13], [12] and [58]. Proper 

calculation of the efficiency is especially important towards lower energies since the Et 
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Figure 4.8: CTC Týracking efficiency vs pt for early and late runs, taken from [40]. 

Combining all runs the single track efficiency for transverse momenta above 0.4 GeV/c 

and exit radii greater than 110cm, was found to be 92.8 ± 2.0%. 

of a photon from a B, daughter q -ý -y-y decay peaks towards low energies, as illustrated 

in figure C. I. Furthermore unlike previous photon analyses two daughter photons are 

involved. Therefore the accuracy to which the efficiency curve is known has a stronger 

influence on the final simulated acceptance. 

The rest of this section describes the CES efficiency study used and the improvements 

made to existing strategies. 

4.4-3.2 Conversion Pair Selection 

Conversion pairs were selected by scanning the electron sample described in [20] for pairs 

of tracks which came from -ý -ý e+e- pair production. Each identified electron in the 

event was compared with every other non-muon track in the event. The inuon candidate 

tracks were excluded by requiring that the track did not have an associated muon stub 

from reconstruction. Track pairs were assumed to be a conversion pair if: the separation 
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at the tangent point was less than 0.2cm and the difference A cot(O) was less than 0.3. 

The separation at the tangent point is illustrated in figure 4.9 and the difference A cot (0) 

is: 

, 
ýk COt (0) ýý COt (01) 

- COt (02) 

Figure 4.9: Definition of the tangent point between two tracks. 

Not all conversion partners are suitable for efficiency studies. Photon pair production 

occurs when a photon interacts with the material of the beam pipe, inner detector and 

the inner wall of the CTC. Electrons that are produced by interactions with the beam 

pipe or the inner detector may well go on to interact with the inner wall of the CTC 

can, producing a bremsstrahlung photon e -4 e-y. In this case the ionisation in the CES 

chamber would be higher than expected from the CTC momentum measurement of the 

electron. This systematic uncertainty was removed by only selecting conversion partners 

that were produced by an interaction with the outer part of the inner detector and the 

inner wall of the CTC can. The radius of conversion for conversion pairs and the selected 

sample is illustrated in figure 4.10. 

Description Constraint 

Separation at tangent < 0.2cm 

A cot (0) < 0.3 

Radius of Conversion (r) 
1 

22.0 <r< 30. Ocm 

Table 4.6: Selection criterion for conversion pairs 

4.4.3.3 Conversion Pair Constraints 

The following requirements made on the conversion paIr are similar to those made during 

the analysis described in [19]. These constraints were made to ensure the validity of the 
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Figure 4.10: A histogram of the radial displacement of e+e- conversion vertices from the 

origin. Conversion electrons produced by interaction with the CTC can and the outermost 

layer of the inner detector are shown in yellow. 

assumed electron status for the identified electron leg, and reduce the possibility of other 

photon or track objects being present within the local calorimeter volume occupied by the 

conversion partner. The effect of each constraint that follows is illustrated in a series of 

plots contained within appendix D. 

Identified Electron Cuts The identified electron leg was required to have a pt 

6GeV/c and pass electromagnetic shower centroid fitting constraints in the CES chamber. 

These CES requirements were that both the X21s for the strip channel fit and wire channel 

fit was required to be less than 15. These X2 's had (N - 1) degrees of freedom where N 

is the number of strips or wire channels involved in the fit. Although seven channels were 

used for this fit, many events contain some channels equal to zero. Assuming all channels 

to be non-zero these constraints, when combined, have a probability of 96%. Within 

the calorimeter tower where the identified electron leg was recorded the ratio of hadronic 
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over electromagnetic energy was limited to less than 0.04 excluding hadronic showers. 
This electromagnetic shower was then required to be properly matched to a helical track. 

For this to be the case the fitted position of the electromagnetic shower in the CES 

cluster with respect to strip and wire views had to agree such that Zfit - Zhel < 3cm and 

Xf it - Xhel < 1-5cm, where the subscripts fit and hel refer to the fitted and extrapolated 

positions in the local coordinate system of a calorimeter wedge. 

Description Constraint 

A > 6GeV/c 

x2 for CES wire fit < 15 

x2 for CES strip fit < 15 

Had/Em < 0.04 

Zf it - Zhel < 3cm 

If it - -27hel < 1.5cm 

Table 4.7: Constraints applied to the identified electron leg of a conversion pair 

Plots illustrating the behaviour of all of these cuts can be found in appendix D. 

Conversion Partner Electron Cuts Partners of identified electrons passing the 

quality criterion, were then filtered to remove any other sources of electromagnetic showers. 

A base line requirement for these conversion partners was made on their transverse 

momentum, set just above the value at which tracks fail to reach the calorimeter, a 

transverse momentum cut of pt > 50OMeV/c. The conversion partner was required to be 

inside CEM tower 0 to 8. Again the chimney tower was avoided because the CES chamber 

in that calorimeter module does not extend into the chimney tower. To ensure good 

energy separation the conversion partner and the identified electron leg were required to 

be separated by at least one wedge. Minimising the possibility of another electromagnetic 

shower within the tower, no tracks except the conversion partner were allowed within the 

wedge. Finally to reduce the possibility of hard photons within the local CEM region, 

the summed energy recorded within the conversion partner wedge was required to be less 

than 0.5GeV after subtraction of the energy from the conversion partner. 

Plots illustrating the behaviour of all of these cuts can be found in appendix D. For 
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Description Constraint 

Pt > 50OMeV/c 

EM) - EMPartner I< O-5GeV iýý 

Table 4.8: Cuts applied to the un-biased conversion partner, where (E EM) implies the 

total electromagnetic energy within the CEM module. 

CES clustering to be effective the conversion electron was required to be within two cells 

of the boundary: previously described in section 4.2-6. 

4.4.3.4 Calculating the CES Reconstruction Efficiency 

If the conversion pair that passed all of the constraints outlined in section 4.4.3.3, then 

the unbiased conversion partner was considered to be a photon candidate tower. All such 

candidate towers in each event were passed to the photon reconstruction code. The ratio 

of the transverse energy (Et) spectrum for these conversion partners, before and after 

requiring CES reconstruction is shown in figure 4.11. The errors for each point were 

assumed to be binomial. The form of the binomial error [22] is: 

(T = VýN--p(l- p), (4.10) 

where N is the number of events within the sample and p is the probability of success 

in a single observation. For the efficiency histogram figure 4.11, p= n/N where n is the 

number of observed events after the constraint has been made and N is the number of 

events in the original sample. 

In figure 4.11 there is a smooth rising edge corresponding to low energy electrons. 

Since the two photons produced from a BO --ý J1077 decay are both likely to be low energy S 
i. e. within the turn on region of figure 4.11, a closer look at the accuracy of the efficiency 

calculation was taken. 

Sample Differences In terms of their behaviour within the CEM, there are three main 

differences between photons produced from Bso -ý J1077 decays and conversion electrons: 

the production vertex, charge i. e. helical nature, and the longitudinal shower profile. 

Photons from BO -4 J1077 decays are accepted with a distribution indicated in S 
figure A. I. Conversion electrons however have an equal probability of being produced 
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Figure 4.11: The efficiency of finding a CES cluster within a tower into which a conversion 

electron partner track projected. 

anywhere along the surface of the inner detector or CTC inner can, as illustrated in 

figure 4.12. 

Relative to the J10 vertex distribution the conversion vertex distribution is heavily 

weighted towards the edges of the detector. Since the CEM is a pointing calorimeter there 

is an increased chance that the conversion electrons, having entered a CEM tower will leave 

the tower before reaching the CES. Beyond this the conversion electrons on average will 

see less calorimeter material if perpendicular to the surface of the 8th tower for example. 

The first concern was removed by requiring that the projected position at the CES be 

inside the tower which was first entered. 

As previously mentioned the angle in the r-z plane is not the same on average for 

conversion electrons and photons. This effects the amount of material which is traversed 

but is compounded by the helical nature of the electrons. Once a low energy electron track 

is produced it bends in the 1.4 Tesla axial field so that it enters a CEM tower at steeper 

angle compared to a straight track. This effect is magnified by the radial displacement of 
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Figure 4.12: The distribution of e+e- conversion vertices along the beam axis where each 

conversion pair passed all of the constraints described in section 4.4.3.3 

the conversion vertex, shown in figures 4.10. 

If all conversion electron pairs travelled in straight lines from the origin to a CEM 

tower they would traverse the number of radiation lengths given in table 2.2. This however 

does not happen. A complete picture of the divergence from this model was produced by 

calculating the CEM path length for each electron flight and hence the number of radiation 

lengths seen before the CES, illustrated in figure 4.13. From these results it is clear that 

a CES reconstruction efficiency plot should be made from predicted energy deposited in 

the CES and not Et. 

Corrections All of the conversion electron sample dependencies together with those of 

photons produced from BO --+ Jlýbq were removed by using the predicted energy deposit S 
instead of Et. This means that the conversion electron predicted energy deposit was 

histograninied before and after requiring photon reconstruction. The ratio of these two 

plots was then used to decide if a photon generated within the simulation should be 
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Figure 4.13: The distribution of radiation lengths seen by a conversion partner electron 

crossing the solenoid and electromagnetic calorimeter material in front of the CES chamber 

reconstructed based on its predicted CES deposit. This predicted CES energy deposit 

was calculated on an event by event basis using equation 4.11. This equation was taken 

from [35] and is a parameterisation of the more well known form of the longitudinal 

shower progression equation given in [33]. The form given in equation 4.11 was used to 

allow simple incorporation of the electron test beam fits. 

dE EoAb(bx ) bxky Ax. - bx 

dx F(bxNfAX + I) 

where 

-IAIAX ý ln 
(Eo) 

+c E, 

b= pi + P2 ln(Eo/E, ) + P3 [ln(Eo/E, )]2, 

EO is the initial energy of the electron, positron, or photon, x is the number of radiation 

lengths travelled, xAjAx is the position of the shower maximum, dEldx is the energy 
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dissipated per unit radiation length, E, is the critical energy taken as 9.59MeV, and A, 

Pli P21 P3 are fit parameters. The values for these fit parameters are given in table 4.9 

and were taken from fits to the 1990 electron test beam data [35]. The value of A for 

EO < 5. OGeV was chosen to ensure continuity between the two curves. Errors on the 

value of A for EO < 5. OGeV were calculated by fixing the continuity between the two 

curves at the lower and upper limits of the E0 > 5. OGeV fit parameters. The value of the 

constant C, which is quoted as part Of -TMAX, depends on the type of the incident particle. 

The value of C, (the constant value for an incident electron), was taken as -0.5 from the 

testbeam fits whereas the value of C.,, (the constant value for an incident photon), was 

taken as expected from other fits [35], [27]. The uncertainty connected with this constant 

is discussed within chapter 5. 

Fit parameter I Value (Eo < 5. OGeV) 

A13.86 ± 0.02 

Pi -0.796 ± 0.004 

P2 0.3193 ± 0.0005 

P3 -0.01812 ± 0.00007 

Value (0-1 < Eo < 5-OGeV) 
0.045 4.04+0.01 

0.4 

-0.063 
0.012 

Table 4.9: A table of longitudinal shower fit parameters from [35]. 

For every event the conversion partner was projected into the calorimeter, its path 

length was calculated and therefore according to the tower entered the corresponding 

number of radiation lengths. The pt measured in the CTC was used to calculate the value 

of EO and hence a. Using these values the value of dEldx was calculated at the CES 

depth. By histogramming dEldx before and after the photon reconstruction requirement 

figure 4.15 was produced. 

Adding the CES Efficiency to the Monte Carlo Once the CES reconstruction 

efficiency had been calculated with respect to the predicted CES energy deposit dEldx, 

the fit shown in figure 4.15 was used within the simulation described in section 4.2. The 

efficiency curve was fitted with an exponential. The fit values for the exponential are given 

in table 4.10. 

On an event-by-event basis the path length from the solenoid to the CES was calculated 
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Figure 4.14: Longitudinal shower progression using fit parameters given in table 4.9 and 

assuming the CES to be at a constant depth of six radiation lengths. 

Fit parameter Value 

Pi 2.45 ± 0.14 

P2 0.027 ± 0.025 

P3 1.00 ± 0.015 

Table 4.10: CES efficiency curve fit parameters, where Yý PO - CýU(P2 - PIýO) 

for each generated photon. According to the specific tower this path-length was converted 

into a number of radiation lengths. Then using the energy of the generated particle and the 

calculated depth to the CES the probability of reconstruction was calculated. Then using a 

random number generator each photon was/was not selected as passing the reconstruction. 

Photons and electrons have different longitudinal shower profiles [33]. The value of 

dEldx was calculated for each electron using C=C, were C, = -0.5. From [35], the 

value of C,, was chosen such that C-, - C, = 0.6. 
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Figure 4.15: The reconstruction efficiency for an electromagnetic shower within the CES 

with respect to the predicted energy measurement within the CES. The error bars shown 

were calculated from the binomial error given in equation 4.10. 

4.5 Detailed Simulation 

When a tower contains two photon like objects, or rather two clusters in the CES, there 

is a chance that when searching for photon daughters of an TI nieson, that the wrong CES 

cluster could be chosen. Beyond this problem the CES clustering could fail if there is an 

ambiguity, or if one of the cluster views is superimposed. To tackle both of these problems a 

detailed detector simulation, containing correctly modelled backgrounds was used. Since 

there are currently no Monte Carlo programs that completely model CDF events the 

simulation was constructed from existing data together with Monte Carlo particles. The 

decay B'ý --ý JIV)K-1- has approximately the same background as BO -ý J/ýM. Isolating S 
Bý-- --ý JIV)K: i: events the B' energy was corrected to form a BO invariant mass. Then a S 

71 meson was added in place of the K-: ý, from which two daughter photons were generated. 

The photons were projected into the calorinietry and the output data was re-analysed, 
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with the Bo -ý JIV)77 data analysis constraints. 

4.5.1 B: ̀  -4 J&K: ` event selection 

B-1- --ý JIOK: l- events were first selected with the constraints described in section 4.3.3. 

As much background as possible was removed by lowering the two-dimensional /L+ P-, 
K'ý, vertex X2 constraint to 3.0, corresponding to a probability of 92%. Then the events 

within 60MeV/c 2 of the world average B1 mass were saved to an output file. The event 

selection is illustrated in figure 4.16. 
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= MPDG - meas Figure 4.16: Selected B' -4 JIOK' events, where: AM(B) B± MB± 

4.5.2 Modelling photons in the calorimeters 

Once a high quality Bý- sample had been obtained a better model of photons within 

the CEM and its CES was sought. This model was required to correctly describe the 

detector response of low energy photons (below 5 GeV). In previous simulation work 

described in section 4.2.6 photon detector simulation only included energy smearing by 

tile CEM energy resolution. In order for photons to be correctly modelled within the 
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CEM and its CES chamber, photon objects were needed with their associated CES charge 

per channel. The CDF collaboration has previously modelled electromagnetic showers 

within the CEM with QFL[36]. QFL models electromagnetic shower profiles within the 

CES chamber by selecting electron testbeam shower profiles and then adding them to 

the detector information. The lowest energy showers available within QFL are 5GeV, 

more energetic than most photons produced from BO --+ J1077 decays. Following the QFL 

principle but needing lower energy electromagnetic showers, two sources of electron shower 

profiles were considered: 70 photons coming from a dimuon vertex and conversion partner 

electrons. 7ro photons were not used, since most of the candidate events were such that 

the electromagnetic showers in the CES clusters were too close to separate. Therefore 70 

photons were abandoned and conversion partners were chosen as the next best solution. 

Selecting low energy electromagnetic showers Conversion electrons were selected 

with the constraints described in section 4.4-3. Then from this sample of conversion 

partners, unbiased by electron cuts, further cuts were made to ensure high quality CES 

shower profiles. Each conversion partner electron was required to point at a CEM tower, 

behind which there was only one reconstructed CES cluster. To prevent some loss of 

charge the CES cluster was only kept if its centre was three wire and strip cells from 

the half chamber boundaries. Before selected showers could be used within a detector 

simulation, all detector non-homogeneities had to be removed. These non-homogeneities 

are described in [56]. To remove the wire pulse height effects gain curves documented 

in [56] were applied on a channel-by-channel basis. These curves are only valid within the 

local coordinate range IxI < 20cm. Therefore the CES centroid was required to be in this 

range. To ensure no electromagnetic energy leaked into the conversion partner's CEM 

tower, the sum energy recorded by the neighbouring eight CEM towers was constrained 

to be < O-5GeV. All CES profiles that fulfilled these selection criterion were then saved to 

disk along with the predicted CES energy deposit, the CEM energy, and the fitted position 

of the shower centroid. Just before saving these data to disk the wire pulse height was 

renormalised and the strip to wire gain maps were applied to remove localised detector- 

related effects. Data that were written to disk were then scanned for multiple instances of 

showers within one CES chamber view. These events were occasionally present where the 

recorded cluster centroid was close to the CEM tower boundary of a neighbouring tower 
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containing a CES cluster. Under these conditions, when writing 3+I+3 channels to 

disk, channels from the neighbouring tower would have also been included. Once events 

containing multiple CES clusters were removed the data were sorted into order according 
to their corresponding predicted CES pulse height. 

Description Constraint 

CES IxI < 20cm 

8 CEM tower sum I<0.5GeV 

Table 4.11: Constraints applied to the conversion partner to isolate a sample of low energy 
CES shower profiles. 

4.5.3 Generating Bo -ý JIOTI events 8 

Events passing selection criterion described in section 4.5.1, were re-read. The energy of 

the Býý was corrected so that the invariant mass was that of a BO meson. The four-vector S 
of the real JIV) particle was boosted into the rest frame of the BO. Then in the rest frame 

of the BO meson the 77 meson was found by simple momentum conservation. In the rest 
frame of the 77 particle the photons were produced back to back, boosted back into the 

laboratory frame and smeared according to the CEM energy resolution. The kinematic 

limit of both photons produced transverse to the direction of the 77 meson was used to 

test if the event would pass the Et cut before the photon production axis was generated. 

Events that passed the kinematic limit were regenerated with different decay photon decay 

axes until they were excepted by the Et cut. (Since the number of B' events recorded was 

low each event was used if at all possible to keep the final statistics as high as possible. ) 

Generated photons were then projected into the detector, where they were required to 

satisfy the geometrical constraints previously described in section 4.2.6. Photons failing 

the geometrical constraints were regenerated until they were accepted or it was obvious 

that the kinematics of the event would not allow acceptance. The energy of each accepted 

photon together with its trajectory was used to calculate the number of radiation lengths 

to the CES and hence the predicted CES energy deposit. Knowing the predicted CES 

energy deposit, the CES channel values were re-weighted for local detector effects and 

then added to the contents of the corresponding chamber. 
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4.5.4 CES purity and rate of ambiguity 

89 

The CES reconstruction efficiency as a function of the predicted energy deposit was 

calculated as described within section 4.4.3. This is not the only factor involved in the 

overall CES reconstruction efficiency. 

Ambiguity If the both photons from the decay of an rj fall within the same half of 
the CES and their energy is reasonably close, (i. e. within the level of the strip or wire 

noise), there is a chance of an ambiguity. In this example, assurning no other energy in 

the CES there would be two CES wire clusters and two CES strip clusters. Resulting in 

the problem illustrated in figure 4.17. 

0 

0 

II 
II 
II 

x 

z 

Figure 4.17: A figure illustrating a possible CES ambiguity scenario. The real photon pair 

shower cross-section at the CES depth is shown in grey. 

With the procedure described in section 4.5.3 events were generated to test the rate 

of ambiguities. These events were constrained to have both photons within the same half 

of the CES chamber. Then events were looked for where either the reconstructed x or 

z within the chamber was swapped with the other cluster. The results were plotted by 

constructing the histograms shown in figure 4.18. The off-diagonal or "ghost' position is 

simply the position represented by swapping one of the two coordinates for that of the 

other cluster in the CES chamber as indicated in figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.18: Left A histogram of the fitted shower centroid position from CES clustering 

minus the original position of the particle. Right A histogram of the fitted shower centroid 

position from CES clustering minus the off diagonal 'ghost' cluster position. 
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Chapter 5 

Statistical and SYstematic Errors 

5.1 Introduction 

A measurement is only as good as its error limits. Within this chapter all sources of 

systematic uncertainties encountered during the analysis are discussed. The chapter is 

organised into errors from quantities outside the analysis, errors within the simulation 

methods employed and errors from the data analysis. 

The uncertainties connected with measuring a branching ratio for the decay B' S 
Jlo, q can be grouped together into errors internal to this analysis and external i. e. those 

for which results from other analyses were used. Errors contained in the ratio equation 6.1, 

are systematic, external to this analysis and are discussed in section 5.2. 

Within this analysis errors enter into two final numbers, discussed in chapter 6, the 

predicted number of BO -ý J/ýM events and the B(BO --* J/VT) limit. The only difference S8 
between the two is that one contains the theoretical uncertainty of a B(B' 

8 
estimate and the other contains statistical errors from a number of events. 

5.2 External Errors 

Before discussing any of the systematic errors connected with the data analysis ending in 

the predicted number of events or the confidence limit, the errors from outside the analysis 

but incorporated into the ratio in equation 6.1. are tabulated in table 5.1. 

From table 5.1 it is clear that the uncertainty on the quantity flf,, is the dominant 

factor. 
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Quantity Value 

f"If. 

B(B+--+JI, OK+) 

B (97 -4 -y-y) 

0.215 :E0.071 [55] 
(1.0±0.1)Xlo-3[33] 

0.3933 ± 0.0025 [33] 

L3(B+-+JIOK+) 012 ±0 0 004 fs L3(77-+-Y-Y) . . 

Table 5.1: Errors from parameters not measured during this analysis, but incorporated to 
form the confidence limit 

5.3 Monte Carlo Ratio 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The Monte Carlo ratio is given in equation 4.4 as the fraction: 

mc(J/077) 
MC(JIOK+) 

This ratio, as discussed in chapter 4, incorporates theoretical production models, trigger 

acceptances, detector acceptances, and detector tracking efficiencies. With the exception 

of the tracking efficiency within the CTC all detector related effects are dependent on 

momentum or energy of the daughter particles. Therefore each one was implemented on a 

generated event by event basis. Each systematic error was explored by regenerating both 

Monte Carlo samples and recalculating the ratio for the systematic under examination. 

5.3.2 B Meson Production 

B mesons were produced within the simulation using the methods described in sec- 

tion 4.2.2. The theoretical uncertainty is commonly expressed by variation of the scale p 

and b quark mass Mb. Following the prescription outlined in [18], for which input values 

are summarised in table 5.2, both Monte Carlo samples were regenerated for the three 

limits. Taking trigger acceptances, detector acceptance and efficiency effects into account 

the Monte Carlo ratio was calculated, as described in chapter 4. The upper and lower 

error systematic error limits are therefore given by difference between the central and 

outer limits. These values are surnmarised in table 5.3. 
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Lower Upper Central 

Mb 4.5 GeV/C2 5.0 GeV/C2 4.75 GeV/C2 

p po/2 2po Ao 

'EQ 0.004 
1 

0.008 0.006 

93 

Table 5.2: Input value ranges used during B meson production: where Mb is the b quark 

mass, p is the renormalisation and factorisation scale and eQ is the tuning parameter for 

Peterson fragmentation. 

MC(J1,0? 7)1MC(J1OK+) Lower Variation Upper ariation 

0.2178 0.9% 

Table 5.3: Systematic errors within B meson production 

5.3.3 Modelling JIV) -ý p+p- 

5.3.3.1 Primary Vertex Generation 

Each event generated by the simulation was given a primary vertex position based on 

the distribution observed from J10 -ý p+p- data. The distribution was formed by 

histogramming the primary vertex for muon pairs. Each muon pair satisfied X2 matching 

constraints between track and stub and was attached to three or more SVX hits. Further 

description is given in section A. 1. 

The distribution is determined by tracking efficiencies within the SVX is not a regular 

shape, and an attempt to fit the distribution with a curve failed. Therefore the distribution 

was used directly to generate primary vertices. The error connected with this primary 

vertex distribution was simply calculated from 11V'-N where N is the number of entries 

in each bin. To calculate the effect of limited accuracy within the primary vertex position 

the two Monte Carlo samples were generated with upper and lower values for all bins. 

The results are given in table 5.4. 

MC(JIO? 7)IMC(JIOK+) Lower Variation Upper arlation 

0.2178 0.006% -0.01% 

Table 5.4: Systematic errors within primary vertex generation. 
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5.3.3.2 JIV) --ý p+p Trigger 

94 

After each event was generated the muon daughters from the J1,0 decay were required to 

pass the level 1 and 2 triggers. The trigger acceptance curves are illustrated in figures A. 6 

and A-7. As mentioned in sections A. 3 and A. 4, the error limits of these curves were 

obtained by assuming all the fit parameters were completely correlated. The error limits 

are a result of varying the all of the fit parameters by one sigma of their error. The fitting 

errors for the two trigger curves were assumed to be uncorrelated so the Monte Carlo ratio 

was generated for the upper and lower limits for both trigger curves. The results are given 
in tables 5.5 and 5-6. 

MC(Jlo, q)IMC(JIOK+) Lower Variation Upper ariation 

0.2178 0.12% -0.028% 

Table 5.5: Systematic errors within the level 1 JIV) -+ p+p- trigger acceptance curve fits. 

MC(JIýM)IMC(JIV)K+ý_ ower Variation Upper ariation 

0.2178 -0.068% -0.028% 

Table 5.6: Systematic errors within the level 2 J1, O -ý p+p- trigger acceptance curve fits. 

5.3.4 K' Reconstruction Efficiency 

The K'ý reconstruction efficiency is unlike all other corrections applied to the Monte Carlo 

ratio. It is not dependent on pt for tracks with pt above 1.25GeV/c. This is illustrated in 

figure 4.8. From [39] the systematic uncertainty for the reconstruction efficiency is ±3.1%. 

In addition to the kaon reconstruction efficiency uncertainty there is a chance of decay 

in flight. Using a simulation it is found in [8], that 8% of the kaons decay in flight though 

50% were successfully reconstructed. Therefore this systematic error is taken as ±4%. 
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5.3.5 CES Reconstruction Efficiency 

95 

During the simulation each generated photon pair was required to be inside the calorimeter., 

within the CES, and be reconstructed by the CES. The reconstruction efficiency was 

applied as previously described in section 4.4.3 and includes two uses of the longitudinal 

shower progression and a fit to the conversion electron data. Taking a conservative 

approach, the uncertainties from the longitudinal fit and the final fit to the conversion el- 

ectron dE/dx curve were assumed to be fully correlated. Therefore under this assumption, 
three curves were fed into the simulation: the upper, lower and central dE/dx curves. Then 

within the simulation the photon dE/dx was calculated with the upper, lower and central 
fit parameters for longitudinal shower progression. Further than this the uncertainty on 

the value of C. - C, (where C is defined in equation 4.11), was added: again using the 

corresponding upper, lower and central values. The systematic error limits for C. - C, 

were taken as the difference between 0.6 given in [35] and 0.5 given in [27], i. e. 0.6 ± 0.1. A 

summary of the systematic error attached to the usage of the CES reconstruction efficiency 

within the simulation is given in table 5.7. 

MC(JIVT)IMC(JIOK+) Lower Variation U per ariation 

0.2178 -1.73% 0.59% 

Table 5.7: Systematic errors from the longitudinal shower fit parameters and CES 

efficiency fit to conversion electron data. 

5.4 Data Analysis 

5.4.1 B: ý -ý JIV)K' 

From figure 6.2 the reconstructed Býý mass distribution was fitted with a Gaussian 

convoluted with a first order polynomial or straight line. The uncertainty on the number of 

events was calculated from the uncertainty on the amplitude of the Gaussian fit. Therefore 

the number of B: ý --ý JIOKýý events observed was 490±23. 
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Figure 5.1: Mass distributions for B' --ý Jlýb7j candidates: Left M(-y-y) within 120MeV S 
of the world average M(, q), and Right 120MeV either side of the M(-Y-Y) central window. 
Both plots show the mass distributions with the three limits of f (pjlu') fit parameters. f 

5.4.2 Lifetime Constraints 

The value of f (pjýO), described in section 4.3.4, was calculated by fitting the distribution t 
illustrated in figure 4.7. Similar polynomial fits were made of the upper and lower error 

J/V/ bounds as a function of pt . 
To propagate these errors into a 90% confidence limit, the 

errors were approximated as Gaussian. Then the value at 90% (1-280') from the mean 

ABO 3 was used as to calculate ý on an event by event basis. The results of applying the ABO 

constraint with the three values of f (pjýý') fit parameters are illustrated in figure 5.1. From t 
the lower, central and upper 1.28or errors the 90% confidence limit on the number of B' 

t) propagating into J/V, 7) events was calculated. A summary of the uncertainty from f (pjlw 

the final result is given in table 5.8. 

-n 2 -n 1 

N(B, O 
-ý J/VT) at 90% C. L. Lower Variation Upper Variation 

25.9 0.4% -5.0% 

Table 5.8: Systematic errors from the uncertainty in the f (pt'ý") distribution. 
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5.5 Summary 

97 

All sources of uncertainty are surnmarised in table 5.9. Rom this table it is clear that the 

dominant error influencing the final branching ratio result comes from the external input 

and in particular flf,,. In comparision to the other sources of uncertainty it is four times 

greater than any other error involved. The magnitude of this uncertainty suggests that 

the ratio of the number of BO --ý JI" and B' --ý JIOK+ events is a useful quantity to 

quote. 

Next in the order of influence is the statistical error connected with the number of 
B717 -+ JlýbKl events observed. As more data are taken during Run II this uncertainty 

will decrease. The uncertainty connected with the CES resconstruction efficiency is close 

to this statistical error in magnitude. This systematic error enters from uncertainties in 

the fit to conversion data. The magnitude of this error is internally controlled by the 

number of conversion electron partners passing the constraints outlined in section 4.4.3. 

Therefore if the analysis is performed on a larger sample of data at Run 11. (including 

increased material in the silicon volume), this uncertainty will decrease also. This leaves 

two non-reducable systematic uncertainties: the decay of the K"' in flight and the lifetime 

approximations along with other smaller and less significant errors. 

Some errors effect the results at a rate below which the simulation is sensitive due to 

the limited number of monte carlo events generated. These are the uncertainties connected 

with the level 2 trigger and the primary vertex generation. The maximum error was used 

as an estimate. Any error in calculating these uncertainties is small enough not to affect 

the final result. 
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Source Reference Error Type 

External Section 5.2 33% Systematic 

B Meson Productiont Section 5.3.2 0.9% Systematic 

Primary Vertex Generationt Section 5.3.3.1 0.01% Systematic 

Level I J10 Triggert Section 5.3.3.2 0.12% Systematic 

Level 2 J1, O Triggert Section 5.3.3.2 0.06% Systematic 

K: ý Reconstruction Efficiency Section 5.3.4 3.1% Systematic 

K: ý Decay In Flight Section 5.3.4 4% Systematic 

CES Reconstruction Efficiencyt Section 5.3.5 1.73% Systematic 

N(B: l: -+ JIOK: ': ) Section 5.4.1 7.96% Statistical 

Lifetime Approximationt Section 5.4.2 5% Systematic 

98 

Table 5.9: A summary table of all uncertainties. (t All of these errors were calculated by 

varying the associated parameter within the Monte Carlo. t This error was propagated 

into the final result by simply picking the highest upper 90% C. L. i. e. lower limit. ) 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

6.1 Introduction 

The results of this thesis are divided up into a repeated analysis to find B: ' --ý JIV)K:: ý 

events, a prediction of the number of BO -ý J1,077 events within Run I and a final branching 

ratio 90% confidence limit for B (BO 
8 

6.2 B' --ý J1OK' 

Following the analysis previously described in section 4.3.3 the CDF data were searched 
for B": -> JIV)Ký' decays. These decays were fully reconstructed in a similar manner to 

the Monte Carlo described within 4.2. 

The proper time distribution for events passing all constraints, except the proper time 

requirement, was plotted in figure 6.1. The final mass distribution for B:: events passing 

all cuts is illustrated in figure 6.2. A Gaussian and a first-order polynomial was fitted to 

the observed signal to find 490±23 events above background. 

6.3 Branching Ratio L3 (BI -ý J1077) 
8 

6.3.1 Events Predicted 

From the number of B' -ý JIV)K' events the predicted number of B' -+ J/077 events S 

was calculated by using equation 4.4. From this calculation there should be 2.14±1.07 

observable BO --ý Jloq events in the CDF Run I data. S 
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Figure 6.1: The distribution of ctt,,,, for the fully reconstructed B' -4 JIV)K' sample. 

The data shown passed all of the constraints except the requirement made on Cttrue and 

are within 60MeV of the world average Býý mass. 

6.3.2 Events Observed 

The results of the analysis to find BO --> JIV)i7 are shown in figure 6.3. There are more S 
events than the monte carlo prediction shown and no discernible peak. Since it is not 

possible to detect the decay with CDF Run I data a 90% confidence limit was formed. 

6.3.3 90% Confidence Limit 

Calculating a Branching Ratio Confidence Limit To calculate a 90% confidence 

limit for the branching ratio B' --ý JIV), q the equation 4.4 was rearranged to form: 
S 

B (BIO, f,, 13 (B+ -ý JIVýK+) MC(JIOK+) N(JIV), q) (6.1) 
f, 13 (77 --> -y-y) MC(JIOq) N(JIOK+) 

where N(JIýW') and N(JIV), q) are the number of events observed above background. 

The analysis was run to form a BO mass spectrum for photon pairs within a 120MeV S 
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Figure 6.2: The reconstructed B-ý- mass distribution from fully reconstructed B-1- 

J1OK' events. From the fit shown there are 490±23 events above background. 

window of the il mass and within the two 120MeV windows either side of the central 

window. The M(-y-y) side bands were used to predict the background. Given a background 

rate above 10 events, Gaussian statistics can be used. For Gaussian errors the measured 

value can be related to the 90% confidence limit by: 

Xrneas + 1.28V'-X--t,., ý Xtrue, (6.2) 

where Xmeas is the measured number of events within the central 120MeV window of the 

Tj mass and xt,,,, is the true value as illustrated in figure 6.4. 

Adding in a background 

Xrneas + bgd + 1.28vý'Xt,,, + bgd = Xtrue + bgd, 

where bgd refers to the number of events observed using the mean side band region. 

Then rearranging the limits can be found by using the general quadratic solution where 

2 axtrue + bxt,,,, +c 
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Figure 6.3: The reconstructed BO mass distribution from BO -ý Jlýb? j candidates. The SS 
curve is the Monte Carlo distribution renomalised for the predicted number of BO -ý J/VT S 
events. 

Figure 6.4: An illustration of a 90% Gaussian confidence limit. 
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Having found a number of events coinciding to a 90% C. L. this number was substituted into 

equation 6.1 as N(JIV)77), and therefore an upper 90% confidence limit on the branching 

ratio B(BO --ý J/VT) was calculated. S 

Adding in the Errors All uncertainties given in table 5.9, were combined into a total 

error. This error corresponds to one a. Therefore to combine the errors with the branching 

ratio limit, the total error value at a 90% confidence limit is 1.28U, where a is the total 

systematic error. The limit was updated to incorporate these errors by adding the error 

at 90% confidence. The final value calculated from CDF data is 8 (BO -ý JIV) )<6.3 x 77 
10-3 at 90% C. L. 

6.3.4 Number Ratio N(J1V)K+)1N(J1,077) 

Since the branching ratio limit is dominated by the uncertainty connected with f, lf"' the 

number ratio provides a more accurate and easily updatable form of the final result. The 

ratio of the number of Býý -ý JIV)Kýý events observed, to the 90% confidence limit of 

BO -4 Jloq events with and without the detector related effects is given in table 6.1. 
5 

N(J1OK+)1N(J1o, q) 11.5 at 90% C. L. 

Corrected N(J1OK+)1N(J1V), q) 2.50 at 90% C. L. 

Table 6.1: A table of number ratios N(J1, OK+)1N(J1V)? 7) with and without 

the detector related acceptance factors. (Corrected N(J1V)K+)1N(J1, Oq) ===> 

MC(Jl, o, q)IMC(JI, OK+) x N(J1qPK+)1N(J1,0? 7)) 

The raw number ratio contains the ratio of detector acceptance factors connected with 

the CDF Run I detector. This is only useful for approximate CDF Run 11 predictions. The 

corrected number ratio can be used by any experiment provided the ratio of acceptance 

factors are known and can be multiplied back in. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary, Conclusions and 
Prospects 

The number of BO -ý J/VT events within 110pb-1 of pp at V's = 1.8TeV was predicted to 

be 2.1±1 in section 6.3.1. Many improvements to the modelling of photon reconstruction 

within the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) were made. The characteristics of 

conversion partners and BO -ý J1,077 decays within the CDF detector were extensively S 
studied in section 4.4.3. The longitudinal shower parameterisation from [35] was used 

to convert to a calorimeter path independent energy value: removing many differences 

between BO -4 J1077 and conversion partner CES showers. A detailed simulation based S 
on B± -ý J1,0K± data was written to study the effects of ambiguities within the CES 

clustering. No ambiguities were observed as discussed in section 4.5.3. 

From the integrated luminosity of 110pb-1 490±23 B± -ý J10K± events were isolated, 

as described in section 6.2. Using the same J17P -+ p1p sample and requiring the 

same set of constraints on daughter /-tl the branching ratio limit B (BO -+ J1,077) < 6.3 x S 
10-3 90% C. L. was set. The dominant systematic error influencing this limit was found 

to come from the ratio flf,, as illustrated in section 5.5. The measured branching ratio 

limit is close to the previous limit of 8 (BO -ý J/071) < 3.8 x 10-3 at 90% C-L. [2], and with 

future increases in luminosity there is real hope of finding BO -+ Jlo'q. S 
From the data analysed and at a 90% confidence limit, for every 12 B7'ý -ý JIOKýý 

events reconstructed during Run 1,1 BO -ý J1,077 event will have been reconstructed and S 

passed all of the constraints used within this thesis as stated in section 6.3.4. Furthermore 
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also at a 90% confidence limit, for every three B"' -ý J/OK"' decays there should be one 
BO -ý JIV)77 event produced by Pp-- collisions. S 

Until the LHC era is well underway, CDF will continue to accumulate the world's most 

accurate B, data. From the current Run IIA, 2fb-1 of integrated luminosity is expected to 

be collected. From this large data sample 50,000 B7ý -+ JIV)Kýý events are predicted to be 

observed [5]. Using the values given in chapters 4 and 6, together with equation 4.4 there 

should be 218 ± 100 observable events within the Run IIA sample. With increased data a 

ratio of BO -ý J1,077 and BO -+ JIV)o may be viable. If this proves to be possible the large 8S 
systematic error connected with flf,,, would disappear and an accurate measurement of 

the branching ratio would be possible. 
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Appendix A 

Modelling Muon Acceptances 

This Appendix describes details of the B -ý JlýbX simulation program previously 
described in section 4.2, with attention placed on the acceptance and reconstruction 

efficiencies of the muons daughters from the decay. The appendix follows in logical order: 
discussing the generation of a primary vertex, the geometrical acceptance of CDFs muon 

chambers and the level 1 and 2 trigger efficiencies. 

A. 1 Primary Vertex Generation 

The CDF detector, described in chapter 2, has three sets of central muon chambers. In the 

case of triggering on a J10 --+ p+p- decay, the CMU and CMX muon detectors are the 

most important: previously discussed in section 4.2.4. An overview of the J10 

trigger process is given in chapter 3. 

To properly model aB -ý JI? PX decay, the decay must be associated with a 

primary vertex position along the beam axis. For the purposes of muon acceptance, 

the displacement of the secondary vertex from the primary vertex and the primary 

vertex distribution with respect to the radial direction, can be neglected. Therefore the 

JIV) -ý M+p- vertex was taken as always being at R=0 and displaced by some Az from 

z=0, where R=0 and z=0 were taken as the centre of the detector. 

To correctly model the detector effects the primary vertex distribution from J1, O -ý 

[L+tL- data was used to produce a histogram from which Monte Carlo vertices were 

produced. The JIV) --ý p+p vertex distribution along the z-axis is the product of 

two separate effects acting on a initial Gaussian distribution. These two effects are the 
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A. 2. CMU AND CMX GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE 107 

composite trigger acceptances for the central inuon triggers and the acceptance within the 

silicon detector. The acceptance within the silicon detector enters from the requirement 

that both inuons have three or more silicon hits associated with them: a requirement for 

good secondary vertex resolution. The distributions of the primary vertex measured from 

Run I data, after basic JIV) muon constraints given in table 4.3, with and without the 

SVX constraint, are illustrated in figure A. I. 
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Figure A. 1: Primary vertex distribution after basic muon constraints: left without SVX (') 

constraints, right with three or more hits required on each muon leg. 

Using simulation methods described in section 4.2 together with the JIV) -ý p+p- 

trigger constraints, the acceptance of the level I and level 2 triggers was measured using 

a flat primary vertex distribution along the z-axis. The results of this study are given in 

figure A. 2. 

Having found the SVX acceptance for Jlýb -ý p+p the distribution can be used to 

generate a vertex position along the z-axis. Following the production of B --ý JlýbX at 

a given point along the beam axis, the geometric acceptance of the muons chambers was 

applied, using methods described in section A. 2 

A. 2 CMU and CMX Geometrical Acceptance 

The CMU chambers are parallel to the beam line whereas the centre of the CMX chambers 

are at a0 of 48-250, (measured at the centre of the detector). Both chambers are 

rectangular in the 7- -z plane, but for the purposes of this model are assumed to be 
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Figure A. 2: Left Primary vertex acceptance after geometric acceptance, level I and level 

2 trigger simulations have been applied. (Each event contained two muons from a BO, 
.5 

J1,077 decay. No pt cut on the BO. ); Right The histogram used to generate primary S 
vertices with associated one sigma errors. 

described by their inner surface. Generalising both chambers can be thought of as covering 

some length along an L-axis, from L, to L2- If' the muon track is found to point inside 

the region described by the points L, and L2, then it is geometrically accepted. Since the 

CMU chamber is the simplest case this was considered first. 

A. 2.1 CMU Acceptance 

From figure A. 3, the position along the L-axis at which a given muon track intersects is 

given by: 

L= 
RcAju 

+ Az 
tan (0) 

A. 2.2 CMX Acceptance 

The CMX case is more coniplicated. To turn the problem into something similar to the 

CMU case, the perpendicular distance from the CMX axis to the primary vertex z position 

was calculated from figure A. 4. 

Using simple trigonometry the distance r' can be expressed as: 

r' = RcNjx - Az cos(Ocmx) (A. 1) 
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Figure A. 3: A muon track in the r-z plane, intersecting the CMU axis. 
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Figure A. 4: Perpendicular distance from the CMX axis to the primary vertex ill tile r-z 

plane 

where R(, Al,, v is the radius at which the CMX is position, and Az corresponds to the 

generated primary vertex z position. 

Using the value of r' from equation A. I., the point of intersection with the CMX axis 

(! an be calculated as: 

L= L' + 6L = r'tan(OcA, x) + r'tan(O - OcAjx) 

where 6L is illustrated in figure A. 5. 
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Figure A. 5: An illustration of 6L in the r-z plane 

A. 3 Level 1 Muon Tý-igger Acceptance 

The level I muon trigger acceptance was measured by using the single low pt muon trigger. 

Some dimuons were accepted into this sample. After reconstruction they can be found by 

recombining tracks with the trigger accepted muon. Pairs that form the JIV) mass have 

one union which is effected by the trigger acceptance and one that is not. This second 

muon can be used to calculate the efficiency of reconstruction within a muon chamber. 

This is a simple matter of plotting the pt spectrum of the un-biased muon before requiring 

a dimuon trigger flag and after requiring a dimuon trigger flag. Then the division of the 

two histograms will yield the efficiency of reconstruction as a function of A of the muon 

track. The procedure is described in length in [24]. 

To simulate the effects of the detector this curve was parameterised for use in the 

DIMUTG package [48]. Unfortunately the CMX level 1 trigger acceptance was never 

measured but should be approximately the same shape as the CMX response. Therefore 

the CMU parameterisation was used for the CMX together with a renormalisation to 

account for the observed difference in rate between the two triggers. The two normalised 

curves used in the calculation were plotted in figure A. 6. respectively. 
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Figure A. 6: Level 1 trigger efficiencies as a function of transverse momentum (pt): left 

CMU, right CMX. The errors either side of the mean were extracted from varying the fit 

parameters within one sigma of each associated error. 

A. 4 Level 2 Muon Trigger Acceptances 

For the level 2 muon trigger acceptance, the parameterised efficiency curves from DIMUTG [48], 

were used. The level 2 trigger efficiency curves were extracted in a similar manner to the 

level I trigger curves described in section A. 3. Events were collected from CMU and CMX 

level 2 trigger samples were only one CFT track was required. The Pt of the unconstrained 

inuon was plotted before and after requiring a second CFT trigger. The ratio of the two 

plots was used to calculate the efficiency of the CFT match with respect to pt. Fits to 

these efficiency curves for the CMU and CMX regions where used to calculate the level 2 

inuon trigger acceptance. Although azimuthal, and charge dependence are available the 

effects are small and for Monte Carlo it is simplest to use the average curve. The curved 

and the associated one sigma variations of the fit parameters are shown in figure A. 7. 
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Figure A. 7: Level 2 trigger efficiencies for a CFT match as a function of transverse 

momentum (pt): left CMU, right CMX. The errors either side of the mean were extracted 

from varying the fit parameters within one sigma of each associated error. Azimuthal and 

pseudorapidity effects have been taken at their mean values. 
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Appendix B 

Proportional Strip Chamber 

Clustering 

The CES as mentioned in section 2.3.3.1, is split into two halves. Each half chamber 

contains wires running along the beam axis and strips running perpendicular to them. 

Each calorimeter tower contains a number of strips. At the boundary of the two halves of 

the chamber the anode wires are terminated, i. e. the two halves of the chamber have two 

sets of 32 wire channels. In normal use the CES chamber can be used to refine an electron 

sample by requiring the presence of an electromagnetic shower, which passes some X2 fits 

in both views. With photons there clearly isn't any helical track to trace into the CES. Low 

energy photons rarely leave any signal in the preshower detector. Therefore the CES must 

be used without any prior knowledge. To do this as efficiently as possible cluster matching 

must be done with care. If all showers produce CES clusters with the same profile then 

the strip-wire matching could be done on the basis of the central channel, thus optimising 

the area. However, clustering where matches are made based on just one CES channel are 

prone to ambiguity. To improve the situation, but still use a lot of the CES area, three- 

channels were used. Assuming three-channel clustering, the clustering area available is 

smaller than the total area available because the central channel is required to be one 

channel from the edge of the half chamber. 

The cluster finding implemented used the same logic for both strip and wire channels. 

Corrections exist for strip and wire gain ratios [56] but have to be ignored at this stage 

because apriori a strip cluster could be part of any wire cluster, and the strip/wire gain 
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map relies on knowledge of the z, x position for a correction to be made. Clustering 

without gain correction could cause ambiguities and is discussed in section 4.5. To find 

a cluster in any view a simple algorithm was employed. The algorithm finds all the local 

maxima within both the strip and wire views. The maxima were selected taking into 

account the noise associated with strip and wire channels. Having found all the local 

maxima the three-channel sum of the maxima and the two side channels was stored. The 

list of maxima for the two views were then sorted into ascending order. The sorted lists 

were then paired from the top down i. e. the two largest clusters were assumed to be the 

same shower and so on. Any unmatched strips were recorded but flagged as unmatched. 
Noisy channels within the CES module have a small amplitude and tend to be unmatched. 

If a calorimeter module contained a candidate tower inside it then the CES chamber 

behind the calorimeter module was reconstructed. The CEM tower boundaries at the 

surface of the CES were used to decide which strip clusters were inside the tower. The 

possible outcomes were: no CES cluster within the tower, a matched CES cluster or more 

than one cluster within the tower. Un-matched CES clusters were used to determine if 

there were multiple clusters in the tower but by themselves were not counted as a cluster, 

i. e. towers with just an unmatched strip cluster were said to not have a CES cluster behind 

them. 

The result of the cluster matching based on raw channel information was then returned 

so that a fitted position could be found. For each candidate tower containing a matched 

cluster the central maxima for strip and wire views were used as the seeds for a cluster 

shape fit. The cluster shape fit used the central channel and three-channels either side if 

they were available. The final integrated charge recorded by the CES was corrected for 

chamber gain effects as prescribed in [56]. 
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Appendix C 

A study of photon acceptances 

CA Introduction 

During pp interactions the CDF detector environment is populated with photon back- 

grounds. These photon backgrounds peak at lower energies. To remove as much 

background as possible but remain sensitive to BO -ý J/VT decays a constraint on the Et on 

each photon forming a 77 --ý -y-y candidate had to be carefully set. The following appendix 

contains a discussion of the calorimeter performance and backgrounds; concluding with 

the Et constraint applied to photon candidate pairs during the analysis, described in 

chapter 4. 

C. 2 Previous Publications 

Previous analyses on radiative decays within the CDF detector [21] and [19], have used 

two Et constraints on photon candidates: 0.7 GeV and 1.0 GeV. Both of these analyses 

involved a single photon and were therefore less sensitive to this constraint. More similar 

to this analysis, some work was done to reconstruct low energy 70 particles [23] where the 

Et cut was set to LOGeV. Within all of these analyses no systematic reasoning behind the 

value Et constraint used was discussed. Therefore this appendix is focused on exploring 

some of the reasons for choosing different values of Et. 
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C-3 Kinematics and Acceptance 

116 

Before examining detector specific behaviour and areas of systematic error, the funda- 

mental properties of photons produced from BO -ý J1077 daughters were looked at. A 8 
Monte Carlo sample of BO -ý J/, 071 decays was generated using the methods described in 8 
chapter 4. Then J1, O daughters were required to pass the level I and 2 trigger, discussed in 
chapter 4. Without making any further constraints the Et of the two photons was plotted 
in figure C. I. This figure shows the generated events have a most probable Et(-Yl) + Et(-ý2) 

of 0.7GeV. Thus a lower constraint on the calorimeter towers would appear favourable. 
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Figure CA: Photon daughters from BO -ý Jlýbq produced using NLO QCD, MRST99 S 
(central gluon), and Peterson fragmentation. J10 trigger constraints have been made. 

Re-expressing the information illustrated in figure C. 1, the acceptance of BO S 
events after inuons trigger effects was plotted. During the analysis a Et constraint was 

made on every candidate calorimetry tower i. e. the constraints on both photons were the 

same. The resulting acceptance with respect to the Et requirement made was plotted in 

figure C-2. Within this figure the photon acceptance changes its curvature slightly before 

reaching 100% because there is an effective pt cut on the 77 from the trigger constraints on 

the J10 unions. 
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Figure C. 2: Acceptance of BO ---ý J/VT where rl -ý -y-y, as a function of the calorimeter S 
energy cut made on both photons. 

CA Calorimeter Performance Effects 

There are two detector related factors which effect the measurement of a low energy 

Tj -ý -y-y signal: the calorimeter energy resolution and the CES reconstruction efficiency 

measurements. 

C. 4.1 Calorimeter Energy Resolution 

Assuming the CEM calibration is valid below the lowest calibration point of 5 GeV, the 

energy resolution was plotted in figure C. 3. Since the width of the B. 0 mass reconstructed 

from BI -4 JIV)71 is approximately only due to the electromagnetic energy resolution, S 
the inclusion of low energy photons imply a wider BO mass distribution. As the mass 8 
distribution becomes wider the statistical significance above the background is lower. 

C. 4.2 CES Reconstruction Efficiency 

The CES efficiency study is described in chapter 4. It used conversion electron partners. 

These conversion electron partners being charged tracks are not useful below 40OMeV since 

they do not have enough energy to leave the tracking volume. Therefore the reconstruction 
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Figure C. 3: left CEM calorimeter energy resolution as a function of Et. The calorimeter 

resolution 13.5%/v/-E was taken from ý9]. right F(BO) as a function of the Et cut, assuming S 
the width is only due to the electromagnetic calorimeter resolution. 

efficiency below 0.5GeV can only be determined by extrapolation. Combined with this 

increase in uncertainty is the lower reconstruction probability demonstrated in chapter 4. 

C. 5 Diphoton background 

The main source of this background is the 70 -4 -y-y decay. If an event contains two 

70 -ý -y-y decays, then forming an invariant mass plot from all pairs of photons will result 

in two masses around the 70 distribution and two higher masses. The behaviour of the 

M(-y-y) mass spectrum with respect to the constraint made on Et is illustrated in figure CA. 

From the M(-y-y) mass distributions shown in figure CA together with an addition 

histogram made using a 1.2 GeV Et cut, the summary plots shown in figure C. 5 were 

plotted. 
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Figure CA: M(7-y) mass distribution for different Et constraints. From the top left to 

the bottom right, the distributions were made from Jl* stream B data requiring Et to be 

greater than 0.4,0.6,0.8 and 1.0 GeV respectively. 
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Figure C. 5: Summary plots showing the behaviour of the 70 peak within the M(-y-y) mass 

distribution. left Signal/ background for the 70 peak as a function of the Et requirement. 

right The number of background events under the TO mass peak. 
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Appendix D 

Conversion Electron Selection 

Cuts 

D. 1 Introduction 

This appendix contains plots of all constraints used to identify and filter conversion pairs 
from an identified electron sample. These conversion pairs were used, as described in 

chapter 4, to determine the CES reconstruction efficiency. The sample by its very nature 

is a mixture of electrons and positrons. The same constraints were applied to both types 

of particle. 

D. 2 Pair Selection 

Conversion partners were identified by their vertex displacement at the tangent point and 

the difference of the two cot (0) values. The effect of both of these constraints is shown in 

figure D. I. 

D. 3 Identified Electron Track 

Identified electrons that were part of pairs passing the selection criterion from section D. 2. 

were required to pass all of the constraints given in table 4.7. The effect of each of these 

cuts is shown in figures D. 2, D. 3 and D. 4. 
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Figure D. I: Left: the distribution of tangent point values, showing the selected region in 

yellow. Right: the distribution of A cot (0) values, showing the selected region in yellow. 
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Figure D. 2: Left: CES strip fit X2 , showing the selected region in yellow. Right: CES 

wire fit X 2, showing the selected region in yellow. 

DA Conversion Partner Electron 

Conversion partners of ail identified electron track satisfying all of the cuts within 

section D. 3 were filtered according to the constraints in table 4.8. The range of events 

selected by each of these constraints is displayed within figures D. 5 and D. 6. 
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Figure D. 3: Hadronic/ Electromagnetic energy for the identified electron. The selected 

region is shown in yellow. 
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Figure D. 5: The pt spectrum of the conversion partner. Events within the selected region 
are shown in yellow. 
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Figure D. 6: Background electromagnetic energy within the, conversion partners CEM 

module. (This plot was formed by summing the energy within the tower and then removing 

the energy of the conversion electron partner. ) Events that fall within the selected region 

are shown in yellow. 
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Appendix E 

Tracking Parameters 

As a charged track traverses the tracking volume it does so across a 1.4 Tesla magnetic 

field acting along the beam axis. This solenoid field not surprisingly causes tracks to travel 

in helical obits. A single track is illustrated in figure E. 1, showing the definitions of key 

tracking parameters. 

The angles 00 and 0 are related to the four momentum components by: 

Oo = tan- (E. 1) 
(Px) py 

cot 0 Pz (E. 2) 
Pt 

y r 

x 

Figure E. I: A helical track within two, two dimensional planes: where p is the radius of 

the helix and D is the impact parameter. 
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The radius is related to the curvature C by: 

2C 
(E. 3) 
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Glossary 

Tý-ansverse Momentum (pt) 
ýp+ 

pY2 xy 

Where p,, and py refer to the x and y components of momentum respectively. 

Rapidity (y) 
I 

In 
E+p, 

2 
(E-p, ) 

Where E refers to the total energy of a particle and p, refers to the z momentum 

component. The shape of the rapidity distribution is invariant under a Lorentz boost 

along the z-axis[33]. 

Pseudo-rapidity (q) 

71 = -In [tan (0/2)] 

A good approximation to rapidity for highly relativistic particles where p>m [33]. 

z 

Integrated Luminosity (C) The event rate R in a collider is proportional to the 

interaction cross section ai, t and the factor of proportionality is called the luminosity. 

R= 
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If two bunches containing n, and n2 particles collide with frequency f, then the luminosity 

is: 

f nin2 
47o,, (7y 

where o,., and cry characterise the Gaussian transverse beam profiles in the horizontal and 

vertical directions. Integrated Luminosity refers to: 

L=f Ldt 

Vertex Displacement (Lxy) The secondary vertex displacement from the primary 

vertex measured in the x-y plane. During CDF Run I analyses the vetex displacement 

+ 

i Vertex 

dlxy 

Primary Vertex 

x 

y 

within the plane was used instead of the three dimensional displacement. (The simple 

relation L,, ylpt = L, y, 
/p was used. ) 
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